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ABSTRACT
The synthesis of new semiconducting materials with novel electrical 
properties is of great importance to many fields of industrial manufacturing and 
electronics. Semiconducting materials often possess photocatalytic properties in 
addition to their potential future utilization as components in next-generation solid- 
state electronic components.
This study is of a group of three new semiconducting materials that were 
synthesized by finely grinding mixes each consisting of a rare earth such as 
lanthanum, one or more metals or metalloids, a metal halide flux, and optionally an 
oxidizer such as sulfur. After grinding, the mixes were placed in electric furnaces 
for periods of between one and two weeks at temperatures to 1000° C.
Following cleaning of any residual traces of the flux compounds, these 
crystalline solids were structurally analyzed via EDICS and single-crystal x-ray 
diffraction and some of their bulk material properties were catalogued. In some 
cases, photocatalytic properties with respect to methylene blue and methyl orange 
were observed, documented, and compared to known standard photocatalytic 
compounds in the same media.
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PREFACE
The design and synthesis of solid-state materials with desired electrical and 
optical properties have historically been daunting tasks.1 However, the rewards for 
obtaining such materials with desirable properties vastly outweigh the efforts 
involved in creating them, even if no immediate industrial utilization for the new 
materials is evident at the time. This research project is no exception to that general 
principle, with its goals focusing on the intersection of two areas of importance to 
both fundamental materials science and practical industrial applications. These areas 
of interest are the chemistry and structure of transition metal chalcogenide 
compounds in both their “normal” and “reduced” states, as well as the study of their 
consequent optical and photocatalytic properties.
There is a diversity of structures possible for transition metal chalcogenide 
compounds, but in general these structures all are polyhedral units that extend out in 
three dimensions to form macroscopic crystalline solids. The electronic 
configurations of these crystalline structures can be modeled with either a simple 
ionic picture or from the more sophisticated Zintl-Klemm-Busmann approach.2 
However, this is not to state that analyzing the electronic structures of new “reduced” 
chalcogenide compounds is generally straightforward, particularly when the degree 
of reduction is relatively small.
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CHAPTER 1 
BACKGROUND AND GENERAL DISCUSSION
Introduction
Transition metal chalcogenides (group VIA elements) are an important class 
of materials in both the fields of chemistry and physics. One common example is 
Ti0 2 , which is one of the best known catalysts for the photocatalytic splitting of 
water by direct solar excitation to produce hydrogen gas. Another more structurally 
complex example is the high Tc (critical temperature) cuprate oxide superconductor 
YBa2Cu3 0 7 . In this structure, cooperative interaction between the electrons and the 
lattice phonons is essential for its superconducting properties.4 In both of these 
examples, the bulk physical and chemical properties are a direct result of their 
atomic-level structural and electronic configurations. Thus, it is important to 
understand the relationship between the microscopic structure and the macroscopic 
properties to improve the process of designing and synthesizing new ternary and 
quaternary chalcogen compounds with desirable structural and electronic 
characteristics. Ternary and quaternary chalcogen compounds inherently possess 
greater structural and chemical degrees of freedom in design than do the simple 
binary chalcogen compounds. In spite of this, however, the ternary and quaternary
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
2chalcogen compounds have not been studied extensively, particularly with respect to 
their catalytic properties. Of all the solid-state compounds under discussion, simple 
binary transition metal oxides such as Ti0 2  have been the subjects of most study in 
terms of their variations in structure and electronic configurations. Thus, it is helpful 
in understanding the more complex ternary and quaternary cases to start with a brief 
review of our current knowledge of the simple binary transition metal oxides.
Ti02 and Other Binary Transition Metal Oxides as Optical Catalysts
Ti02 has a simple electronic configuration with no d  electrons in the Ti4+ 
core. Thus, it is a semiconductor possessing a measured band gap of 3.26 eV for the 
anatase allotropic form (Figure 1) and a measured band gap of 3.05 eV for the rutile 
allotropic form (Figure 2). Their conduction and valence band levels cover the 
reduction potentials for the reactions H2O + 4e" —> 2 H2 (g) + 40H ' (aq) (E° vs NHE 
= 0 V, or 4.5 eV below the vacuum level) and 0 2 + 4H+ + 4e -> 2H20  (E° = 1.229 
V) in water splitting applications. Bearing in mind these numbers, a comparison of 
some common semiconducting materials (Figure 3) illustrates that TiC>2 is currently 
the best optical catalyst for water splitting. Flowever, the optical band gap of TiC>2 
translates to wavelengths of 380-407 nm, which represents only a portion of the UV 
region of the electromagnetic spectrum. Thus there is poor utilization of available 
light from the sun; energy present between 380nm and 407nm represents only 4% of 
incoming solar energy.5
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
Figure 1. The anatase allotropic form of T i0 2 with TiC>6 units represented by the
octahedra with oxygen atoms at the corners as small white spheres.
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Figure 2. The rutile allotropic form of TiC>2 with TiOg units displayed as octahedra
with oxygen atoms at the corners as small white spheres.
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Figure 3. Valence and conduction band energy level separation in eV of common 
semiconducting materials.
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9An ideal band gap for this application should be in fact in the 1.8 to 1.9 eV 
range.6 Chemical and physical modifications can reduce the band gap of Ti02.
The partial substitution of oxygen atoms by carbon atoms in the structure can 
change the band gap to 2.32 eY and simultaneously raise the maximum photo 
conversion efficiency to 8.35%.7 Variation of the size of TiC>2 crystals can also 
result in significant changes to the band gap. However, the energy band gap will 
increase when the crystal size decreases to the range of 15-40 nm due to the quantum 
confinement effect.8 For the same reason, thin films of the anatase and the rutile 
forms of TiC>2 also have larger band gaps (3.75 and 3.25 eV respectively)9 compared 
to that of bulk Ti02. The arrangement of the TiC>6 octahedra in the anatase and the 
rutile phases of TiC>2 is responsible for the variations in the band gap and catalytic 
properties of the two structures.10 In the anatase phase, the octahedra share four 
edges instead of sharing only two edges for the rutile phase. The anatase phase is 
thus a more “open” arrangement with a correspondingly lower density (p = 3.89 
g/cm3 at 295 K) than the rutile phase (p = 4.25 g/cm3 at 295 K).10 The more open 
structure of the anatase phase may allow easier access to molecules during catalytic 
processes.11 Additionally, the optical transitions are indirect for anatase phase Ti02 
and are direct for rutile phase TiC>2 . Thus, normally anatase phase TiC>2 has higher 
photoreactivity than does its rutile form.
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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This increased photocatalytic capability is also attributed to anatase’s slightly 
higher Fermi level, lower capacity to adsorb oxygen and higher degree of 
hydroxylation (i.e., the number of hydroxy groups on the surface) . 11' 14
A few other binary transition metal oxides have also demonstrated various 
photocatalytic capabilities. One example is CU2O, which has shown very good 
photocatalytic activity for the water splitting reaction. Its structure (Figure 4) 
consists of corner-sharing CUO4  tetrahedra propagating into three dimensions. With 
a band gap of 2 . 0  eY, CU2O makes far better use of the usable solar spectrum than 
does Ti0 2 . However, stability is a main problem for CU2O due to the oxidation 
reaction of Cu+ to Cu2+ under open-circuit illumination conditions. 15 Fe2 0 3  and 
modified binary oxides (Gai .AZnA)(N 1 .xOx) have also been used in water splitting 
applications. 1 6 , 17
Ti0 2  is also an efficient photocatalyst for the degradation of many aromatic 
pollutants . 3 One of the many easy tests of its photoactivity is the discoloration of the 
common organic dye methylene blue . 18 This, along with methyl orange, another 
common organic dye, was used in testing the photocatalytic properties of the new 
materials in this study.
Ternary Transition Metal Oxides as Optical Catalysts
Perhaps one of the most well-known ternary transition metal oxides for water 
splitting catalysis is InTa0 4 . 5 Its structure (Figure 5) consists of two types of 
octahedra.
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
Figure 4. The structure of CU2 O with Cu atoms represented as black spheres and O 
atoms represented by white spheres.
R eproduced  with perm ission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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Figure 5. The structure of InTa0 4  The TaOg and InCV, octahedra each share two 
edges per unit cell.
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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The first type is the Ta06 octahedra, which are connected by sharing two 
edges per octahedron. The second type is the In06 octahedra; the connections are 
similar between the two types. These two types of octahedra then propagate into 
three dimensions by sharing all their corners. The electron partition of In3+Ta5+(0 2~)4 
indicates that the material is a semiconductor or an insulator. Doping with a small 
amount of Ni ions can adjust the optical band gap of Ini_xNixTa0 4  (x = 0—>0.2) to the 
2.3-2.9 eV range. With x = 0.1, the quantum yield of the catalyst can reach 0.66%.5 
BiOCl and Zn2SnC>4 as Optical Catalysts
During our preliminary studies, we have investigated BiOCl and Zn2Sn0 4  as 
optical catalysts for organic dye degradation.19,20 BiOCl has a layered structure 
(Figure 6). Its crystal structure can be derived from the fluorite (CaF2) structure.21 It 
is also related to Bi20 2. In BiOCl, the Bi atom is coordinated to a square antiprism 
with four O atoms in one base and four Cl atoms in another. In the three-
9 9dimensional Bi2 0 3 , the Bi atoms are coordinated to six O atoms. This structural 
difference between them is the major reason for BiOCl to have a wide indirect 
optical band gap of 3.46 eY. As shown in Figure 6, the BiOCl layers are held 
together by the nonbonding van der Waals interaction through the Cl atoms along the 
c axis. When one photon excites one electron from the Cl 3p states to the Bi 6p 
states in BiOCl, one pair of a hole and an excited electron appears. The layered 
structure BiOCl can therefore provide the space large enough to allow the 
polarization of the related atoms and orbitals.
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
Figure 6. The structure of BiOCl.
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BiOCl indeed proves to be an efficient and stable optical catalyst for the 
photo-degradation of methyl orange. Figure 7 shows the concentration of methyl 
orange as a function of time under UV radiation in the presence of BiOCl.
The anatase form of T i0 2 (under the commercial name of P25 from Degussa) 
was also used as a comparison. As can be seen, the photoactivity of BiOCl is better 
than that of T i0 2. The activity remained changed after several cycles, whereas that 
of T i0 2 decreased. It is interesting to note that the more optically active anatase 
form of T i02 also possesses an indirect optical band gap while the rutile form of 
T i0 2 possesses a direct optical band gap.
Zinc stannate (Zn2Sn0 4 ), on the other hand, has a rather compact spinal 
structure (Figure 8). In this structure, the octahedral position (Wyckoff site 16d) has 
a mixed occupancy, 50% by Zn and 50% by Sn.23 The electron partition of 
(Zn2+)2Sn4+(0 2~)4 indicates that the solid is a semiconductor or insulator with Zn2+ 
and Sn4+ ions at the octahedral holes of the spinal structure. Calcination of Zn2S n04 
at high temperatures can change the band gap to the range of 3.48 to 3.57 eV as 
measured by an optical reflectance method (Figure 9). The photocatalytic activity 
for the photodegradation of methyl blue (MB) improves with higher calcination 
temperature (Figure 10).
With this brief review of some of the most important optical catalysts 
completed, it is time to progress to the overall objectives of this research project.
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Figure 7. Methyl orange degradation by BiOCl and Ti02 (P25) representing three 
successive cycles, (a), (b), and (c), respectively. Co is the initial concentration of 
methyl orange and C is the residual concentration of methyl orange.
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Figure 8. The structure of zinc stannate (Zn2Sn0 4 ).
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Figure 9. UV diffuse reflectance spectra of Zn2Sn04 treated by calcination at 1150 
(a), 1250 (b) and 1350°C (c). The absorption edge wavelengths of 347.5, 348.7 and 
356.4 nm of the three samples correspond to optical band gaps of 3.57, 3.56, and 
3.48 eV, respectively.
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Figure 10. UV degradation of methylene blue (MB) as a function of time in the 
presence of the catalyst Zn2SnC>4 treated at different calcination temperatures. The 
lowest curve shows the degradation of methylene blue without the presence of the 
catalyst.
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Syntheses of Ternary and Quaternary Rare Earth Oxides as Optical Catalysts
Binary rare earth oxides are abundant in nature. However, their large band 
gaps make them unsuitable as optical catalysts. For example, La20 3 has a band gap 
of 5.7 eV.24 Modification of these oxides by introducing a main group metal into 
their structures is one way to reduce their band gaps. Main group metals usually 
have larger electronegativities than do the rare earth elements, and the separation of 
the bonding and the antibonding orbitals resulting from the interaction with oxygen 
atoms will be less than that for the rare earth atoms. This can in effect serve to 
reduce the effective band gaps of these materials. By embedding the main group 
metal oxide components in the rare earth oxide matrix, improvements to the poor 
stability that is normally associated with main group metal oxides can be obtained 
while simultaneously making improvements to the characteristics of the optical band
gap-
Study of Reduced Quaternary Transition Metal Oxides
Many transition oxides are “reduced” in the sense that there are d  electrons at 
the transition metal centers. There is a special type of reduced oxides in which the 
degree of reduction is very low. For example, in S r^T asO is, a formal electron 
partition of (Sr2+)2.83(Ta5+)5(02~)i5.0.66e" leaves only 0.13 electron per Ta center.25 
We have also synthesized a quaternary compound KgSiztTauC^ as shown in Figure 
l l .26
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Figure 11. Structure of K gS i^audt?.
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The formula (K+)9(Si4')4(Ta5+)i4(02')47 *e" indicates that 14 Ta centers share 
one “free” electron. Investigation of how the electronic structures and physical 
properties depend on the degree of reduction is a key tool in the task of designing 
solid-state compounds with the desired catalytic properties.
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CHAPTER 2
THE SYNTHESIS AND CATALYTIC PROPERTIES OF THE 
TERNARY RARE EARTH OXIDE La2G e05
Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 1, the design and synthesis of optical catalysts in 
applications related to alternative energy production have become increasingly 
important. Transition metal oxides are by far the most sought after optical catalysts 
in this aspect of the field.3 TiO? and its modified analogs are particularly useful as 
optical catalysts due to both their abundance and the relative suitability of their 
energy band gaps. However, the band gap of T i0 2 (3.26 eV for the anatase form and 
3.05 eV for the rutile form) corresponds to wavelengths limited to the range of 380- 
407 nm, which covers only a small portion in the solar spectrum and therefore makes 
use of only approximately 4% of the total available solar energy.5 An ideal band gap 
for the photocatalytic splitting of water to produce hydrogen should be in the ranges 
of 1.8 to 1.9 eY.6 Other transition metal oxides such as Cu20  with band gaps closer 
to this range are already known but have been shown to exhibit long-term instability 
due to oxidation.4 Despite their abundance, lanthanide oxides have not been 
investigated extensively as optical catalysts, largely due to their large band gaps.
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24La2 C>3 , for example, has an optical band gap of approximately 5.7 eV, 
making it unsuitable for solar optical catalytic applications. The large band gap 
comes from the large electronegativity difference between La (1.10 on the Pauling 
scale) and O (3.44 on the Pauling scale),27 rendering the compound’s bonding 
effectively ionic. Therefore, structural modifications of rare earth oxides are 
necessary before they can be used as optical catalysts. One simple strategy is to 
incorporate into the rare earth oxide matrix a main group element (M) of larger 
electronegativity. The HOMO-LUMO gap therefore will be from the La-M bonding 
and antibonding orbitals instead of those of the La-O bond. The strategy is 
schematically shown in Figure 12.
In this chapter, a study using this strategy with germanium as the main group 
element is discussed. Germanium was selected because its electronegativity (2.01 on 
the Pauling scale) is between those of La and Ti (1.54 on the Pauling scale). It was 
hoped that the band gap of the resulting ternary compound would be between those 
of La2 0 3  and TiC>2 .
Synthesis
The synthesis of La2GeC>5 was carried out using a molten KC1 flux growth 
method with a partial nitrogen atmosphere flowing at about 1 cm per second. At 
this flow rate, there should be a small amount of oxygen diffusing into the furnace to 
supply the required oxygen for the reaction La2 0 3  +.Ge + O2 —» La2Ge0 5 .
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Figure 12. Schematic diagram showing the reduction of energy band gap Eg when a 
main group element (M) is introduced to the La2C>3 matrix. The lower shaded blocks 
are the filled oxygen states and the upper ones the empty La and M states.
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The KC1 flux was dried for 48 hours at approximately 250°C under a pressure 
of 10'2 mbar. Approximately 1.00 gram of La2 0 3  and Ge (> 99.9%; Aldrich) in 1:1 
molar ratio was thoroughly mixed with 4 grams of KC1 flux. The sample was placed 
in a small glazed porcelain-lidded crucible which was inserted into a ceramic tube 
inside an electric furnace. The ceramic tube was connected to a nitrogen flow 
regulator to allow a constant flow rate during the synthesis. The computer-controlled 
furnace was then heated from room temperature to 1000°C over a 24-hour period.
The temperature of 1000°C was maintained for 120 hours before the system was 
cooled back to room temperature over another 24-hour period. After cooling, the 
sample was soaked in deionized water overnight and washed daily for the next four 
days with deionized water to remove all traces of the KC1 flux from the sample.
Many transparent plate-like crystals could be observed in the sample. The powder 
X-ray pattern recorded on a Rigaku Miniflex powder X-ray diffractometer is shown 
in Figure 13. For comparison purposes, the pattern of the starting La20 3 powder is 
also shown alongside the data from the sample. A close inspection of Figure 13 
demonstrates clearly that no detectable La2 0 3  has remained after the reaction.
An EDX analysis of the transparent plate-like single crystals using a JOEL 
JSM-6510LV scanning electron microscope confirmed the presence of the elements 
La, Ge and O in the pertinent ratio within the instrumental error.
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Figure 13. Experimental powder X-ray patterns of starting La2 0 3  (top) and the 
product of the La^GeOs synthesis (bottom).
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Structural Determination
Several crystals of the compound were indexed on a Bruker SMART CCD 
diffractometer using 40 frames with an exposure time of 20 seconds per frame. All of 
the crystals exhibited the same monoclinic lattice. One crystal with particularly good 
reflection quality was chosen for further data collection. A total of 2891 reflections 
were collected in the hemisphere of the reciprocal lattice of the monoclinic cell, of 
which 829 were unique with R(int) = 0.0455. An empirical absorption correction 
using the program SADABS28 was applied to all reflections. The structure was 
solved with direct methods using the SIR97 program .29 A full-matrix least square 
refinement on F2 was carried out using the SHELXTL program .30 The final 
agreement factors are R1 = 0.0556 and R2 = 0.1359 (for I  > 2a). The final structure
-5 1
was checked for additional symmetry with the MISSYM algorithm implemented in 
the PLATON program suite . 32 No additional symmetry was found. The unit cell 
information and refinement details are reported in Table 1. The atomic positions and 
equivalent isotropic displacement parameters are listed in Table 2, and a set of 
selected bond lengths are in Table 3.
Spectroscopy
Raman spectra were recorded for the same single crystals used for the X-ray 
data collection on a Renishaw System 2000 microfocus Raman spectrometer. The 
IR spectra were obtained on a Bruker Vector 22 instrument.
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Table 1
Crystal data and structural refinement for L^GeOs
Identification code doug5 (041022-4-4)





Space group P 2 i/c
Unit cell dimensions a = 9.6000(18) A o= 90°. 
b = 7.4608(14) A p= 107.536(3)°. 
c = 7.1089(13) A y = 90°.
Volume 485.50(16) A3
Z 4
Density (calculated) 5.888 Mg/m3
Absorption coefficient 23.351 m nr 1
F(000) 744
Crystal size 0.24 x 0.20 x 0.01 mm3
Theta range for data collection 2.22 to 24.99°
Index ranges - 1 1  <=h<= 1 1 , -8 <=k<=8 , -8 <=1 < = 8
Reflections collected 2891
Independent reflections 829 [R(int) = 0.0455]
Completeness to theta = 24.99° 97.1 %
Absorption correction Semi-empirical from equivalents
Max. and min. transmission 1.000 and 0.161889
Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F3
Data / restraints /  parameters 8 2 9 / 0 / 7 4
Goodness-of-fit on F3 1.148
Final R indices [I>2sigma(I)] R1 =0.0556, wR2 = 0.1359
R indices (all data) R1 =0.0575, wR2 = 0.1376
Extinction coefficient 0.0000(5)
Fargest diff. peak and hole 2.833 and -2.316 e.A ’ 3
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Table 2
Atomic coordinates ( x 10 )^ and equivalent isotropic displacement parameters 
(A2x 103) for La2GeOs
X Y Z U (eq)
La(l) 3823(1) 6437(1) 839(1) 16(1)
La(2) 218(1) 6248(1) 2349(1) 15(1)
Ge 2989(2) 10884(2) 413(2) 16(1)
0(4) -1103(13) 8634(12) 118(16) 22(3)
0(3) 4091(12) 2730(13) 528(17) 24(2)
0 (2 ) 2925(11) 9241(14) -1427(14) 16(2)
0 ( 1 ) 1144(13) 6206(12) -517(18) 19(2)
0(5) 3707(12) 9563(13) 2509(15) 2 0 (2 )
U(eq) is defined as one third of the trace of the orthogonalized U9 tensor.
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Table 3
Bond lengths [A] and angles [°] for La2GeOs
L a(l)-0 (2 )#1 2.406(9) G e-0(5) 1.746(10)
L a(l)-0 (5 )# 2 2.452(10) Ge-O(4)#10 1.772(12)
L a (l)-0 (1 ) 2.466(12) G e-0(2) 1.780(10)
L a(l)-0 (3 )#3 2.552(10) Ge-La(2)#2 3.2960(18)
L a (l)-0 (2 ) 2.622(10) G e-La(l)#5 3.4231(19)
L a (l)-0 (5 ) 2.635(10) O(4)-Ge#10 1.772(12)
L a(l)-0 (5 )# 4 2.697(10) 0(4)-La(2)#8 2.617(10)
L a (l)-0 (3 ) 2.793(10) 0(4)-La(2)#2 2.645(11)
L a(l)-0 (3 )# 5 2.914(12) 0 (3 )-G e # ll 1.723(10)
L a(l)-G e 3.4055(18) 0 (3 )-L a(l)#3 2.552(10)
L a(l)-G e#4 3.4231(19) 0 (3 )-L a(l)# 4 2.914(12)
L a(l)-L a(l)#3 3.5701(17) 0 (2 )-L a(l)# 2 2.406(9)
L a(2)-0(1)#6 2.394(10) 0(2)-La(2)#2 2.507(10)
La(2)-0(1)#1 2.426(11) 0(1)-La(2)#6 2.394(10)
L a(2)-0(1) 2.456(11) 0(1)-La(2)#2 2.426(11)
L a(2)-0(4) 2.466(10) 0 (5 )-L a (l)# l 2.452(10)
La(2)-0(2)#1 2.507(10) 0 (5 )-L a(l)#5 2.697(10)
L a(2)-0(4)#7 2.617(10)
La(2)-0(4)#1 2.645(11) 0 (3 )#9-G e-0 (5 ) 109.4(5)
La(2)-G e#l 3.2961(18) O(3)#9-Ge-O(4)#10 114.9(5
La(2)-La(2)#6 3.7355(17) O(5)-Ge-O(4)#10 114.3(5)
La(2)-La(2)#8 3.7671(7) 0(3 )#9 -G e-0 (2 ) 118.0(5)
La(2)-La(2)#7 3.7671(7) 0 (5 )-G e-0 (2 ) 98.9(5)
G e-0(3)#9 1.723(10) O(4)#10-Ge-O(2) 100.2(5)
Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms for Table 3: 
#1 x,-y+3/2,z+l/2 #2 x,-y+3/2,z-l/2 #3 -x+l,-y+l,-z 
# 4 -x+ l,y -l/2 ,-z+l/ 2  # 5 -x+ l,y+ l/2 ,-z;+l/ 2  #6 -x,-y+l,-z 
# 7 -x,y-l/2 ,-z+l/ 2  # 8 -x,y+l/2 ,-z+l / 2  #9x ,y+ l,z
# 1 0  -x,-y+2 ,-z # 1 1  x,y-l,z
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Computational Study
The density of states (DOS) and the crystal orbital overlap population 
(COOP) 33 curves were computed using both the tight-binding extended Hiickel 
method (EH ) 34,35 and the self-consistent linear muffin-tin orbital local density 
approximation method (LDA) as implemented in the Stuttgart-TB-LMTO-ASA 
program . 36 Approximately 450 k-points in the irreducible wedge of the Brillouin 
zone were used in the EH computation of the DOS and COOP curves.
Approximately 144 k-points were used in the LDA calculations. The EH parameters 
used in the computation are listed in Table 4.
Optical Catalysis Data Acquisition
Approximately 0.5 g of the synthesized La2Ge0 5  was used as a photocatalyst. 
One hundred milliliters of methylene blue (MB) solution of concentration ca. 50 
mg/L was placed in a quartz beaker together with the catalyst. A 175 W mercury 
vapor lamp above the beaker was used as the light source; this lamp has a measured 
emission spectrum shown in Figure 14, with the 445 nm emission line being the 
strongest one present. An Ocean Optics 2000 UV-VIS spectrometer was used to 
measure the absorption of the solution. The experimental apparatus underwent some 
revisions during the course of the experiment, and in its final form a sheet copper 
shield was placed around the outside of the beaker, with the only window for 
illumination being provided by a quartz pane placed atop the beaker. A grease seal 
was utilized to prevent the evaporation of the contents of the reaction vessel during




Orbital 1 Hu (eV) C2 cia C2
La 6 s -7.67 2.14
6 p -5.01 2.08
5d - 8 . 2 1 3.78 1.381 0.7765 0.4586
Ge 4s -16.0 2.16
4P -9.0 1.85
0 2 s -32.3 2.275
2 p -14.8 2.275
aExponents and coefficients in a double £  expansion of the d orbital
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Figure 14. The spectrum of the 175 W mercury vapor lamp used in the 
photocatalytic decay experiments.
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the testing.
Data was gathered on a conventional PC running the proprietary Ocean 
Optics OOD3ase32 software package. The dye and catalyst solution was stirred 
throughout the test cycle at a constant rate with a magnetic stir bar and kept at room 
temperature with a ventilation fan. A conventional alcohol-filled thermometer was 
used to monitor the temperature of the solution. Absorption data was gathered both 
by withdrawing aliquots of the dye solution then measuring absorption in a cuvette 
and also by an in-situ technique, in which the absorption of the dye solution was 
measured in the reaction vessel. For a more complete treatment of the merits and 
drawbacks of both techniques, see Appendix A.
Crystal Structure
The crystal structure of LaaGeOs is shown in Figure 15 (at top). It features 
isolated GeC>4 tetrahedral units surrounded by La3+ ions. This unit is reminiscent of 
the structure of IQGeO^ 37 The Ge-O distances in GeC>4 range from 1.72(1) A to 
1.78(1) A, less than the sum of the covalent radii of Ge ( 1 . 2 2  A) and O (0.73 A).6 
The closest contact between O in the Ge0 4  tetrahedron and the surrounding La3+ ions 
is 2.41 A (see Table 3), comparable to the sum of ionic radii of La3+ (1.17 A for 6 - 
coordination and 1.30 A for 8 -coordination) and O2' (1.24 A for 4-coordination and 
1.28 A for 8 -coordination) . 27 Clearly, there is an interaction between the two species 
that can be characterized as largely ionic in nature.
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Figure 15. The crystal structure of La2GeOs. The top illustration shows the unit cell 
viewed down the /;?-axis; the lower illustrations depict the La coordination sphere. 
The black, gray and white spheres represent La, Ge and O atoms, respectively.
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There are four GeC>4 units per unit cell. The GeC>4 unit counts for four of the 
five oxygen atoms in the formula. The fifth atom (01) bonds only to the La2 atom 
and the Lai atom at distances of 2.43 A and 2.47 A, respectively. The closest 0 - 0  
distance between two Ge0 4  units is 2.55 A. The Lai atom is surrounded by nine
o ° t
oxygen atoms at distances ranging from 2.41 A to 2.91 A. The La2 atom is
o o
coordinated to seven oxygen atoms at distances ranging from 2.43 A to 2.65 A. 
Electronic Structure
The formal electron partition of (La3+)2Ge4+(0 2')5 shows a closed-shell 
configuration. Therefore the compound should be either a semiconductor or an 
insulator depending on the size of the band gap. To estimate the band gap, two 
computational methods were used.
The first approach is the semi-empirical extended Hiickel method (EH), 
which is known for its deficiency with regard to correctly predicting molecular 
geometry, in particular bond lengths and angles. However, for estimating the value 
of the band gaps in a complex material it is a surprisingly good technique. Figure 16 
shows the calculated band gap of La20 3 using the EH method. Its value of 5.7 eV is 
in excellent agreement with the experimental value of 5.7 eV.
The second method is the self-consistent density functional approximation 
applying the muffin-tin orbitals (LDA).36 It is well known that this method is 
particularly useful in predicting structures and electronic configurations. However,
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Figure 16. Electron band structure calculated by the EH method for La2C>3
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the LDA method does have the drawback of a predilection for the underestimation of 
the band gaps of semiconductors.
Figure 17 shows the band structure of La2 0 3  as calculated using the LDA 
method. The value of 4.2 eV that the LDA method predicts is significantly smaller 
than the experimentally determined value, which is not unexpected. Figure 18 
depicts the density of states and COOP curves calculated for La2Ge0 5  using the EH 
method. The calculated band gap is 6.0 eV. Ge-O bonding is found to be as expected 
from the electron partitioning. Using the overlap populations as relative bond 
strengths (OP values in the figure), we can assert that the G e-0 bond is stronger than 
the La-0 bond because of its covalent nature. Figure 19 is the band structure of 
La2G e05 calculated using the LDA-LMTO method. The band gap of 2.0 eV is a 
significant reduction from 4.2 eV calculated for La20 3 by the same method. Figure 
20 is the optical reflectance measured for the La2Ge0 5  powder sample. The rise of 
the reflectance in the region of 300-400 nm indicates that the optical band gap should 
be in the 3.1-4.1 eV range. Figure 21 is the Raman spectrum of a single crystal of 
La2 Ge0 5 . As the crystal rotates relative to the incident laser polarization plane, the 
intensities of the peaks at 819 and 2251 cm '1 change, indicating the vibrational 
vectors associated with these peaks are perpendicular to the laser polarization plane.
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Figure 17. The band structure calculated by the LDA-LMTO method for La20 3.
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Figure 18. Density of states and COOP curves calculated for l^ G e O s  using the EH
method.
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Figure 19. The band structure of La2GeOs calculated using the LDA-LMTO
method.
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Figure 20. Reflectance spectrum of La2Ge0 5 .
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Figure 21. Raman spectrum of LaaGeOs. The broad peak at approximately 
2900 cm '1 is due to grease contamination on the sample and should be ignored.
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Using the calculated overlap population values shown in Figure 18 (0.52 for 
the G e-0 bond and 0.24 for the La-0 contact), the peaks in the 819 cm '1 region 
should correspond to L a-0  and those in 2251 cm '1 range to G e-0 vibrations. 
Catalytic Properties
Figure 22 shows the decay of MB under the irradiation of the 175 W mercury 
vapor lamp both with and without the presence of the LaaGeOs catalyst. Without the 
catalyst, MB exhibits pseudo first-order decay characteristics at low concentrations, 
with the concentration of MB determining the rate constant. Concentrations that 
proved viable for use with in-situ measurements with the photospectrometer 
exhibited half lives of between 84 and 385 hours. Concentrations outside of this 
range proved problematic due to noise issues. With the catalyst, MB decay catalyzed 
by LaaGeOs can be regarded as occurring in two distinct phases. Initially, the decay 
is first-order with a normalized decay function of y = 0.7943e'° 1788x, where x is in 
units of minutes and an associated R2 = 0.9999; this phase of the reaction process 
only lasts about 2 hours. Afterwards, the reaction proceeds more slowly, with zero- 
order kinetics and a decay function of y = -O.Olx + 0.4515 and an associated R2 = 
0.9986. This phase of the decay continued until the termination of measurement. 
Figure 23 shows the decay of methyl orange under the irradiation of the 175 W 
mercury vapor lamp both with and without the LaiGeOs catalyst.
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Figure 22. A comparison of the decay of the organic dye methylene blue with and
without the optical catalyst LaiGeOs.
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Figure 23. A comparison of the decay of the organic dye methyl orange with and
without the optical catalyst La2GeOs.
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The pH in the reaction vessel was not recorded, since it appeared that a shift 
in pH was not the cause of the changes in absorption. See Chapter 5 for additional 
details and discussion of the catalyzed decay of the organic dyes.
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CHAPTER 3
THE SYNTHESIS AND ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF THE 
REDUCED QUATERNARY RARE EARTH OXYSULFIDE
La9W6S 03o
Introduction
Many oxides and oxysulfides, in particular those which are reduced, have
n c  tC n o  C/C
proved to be important catalysts. ’ ’ ’ ' They have very interesting, albeit poorly 
understood, electronic structures. In these compounds, the metal atoms supply 
slightly more electrons than what the oxygen and sulfur atoms need. For example, in 
SrsTasOis, the Sr and Ta atoms provide 3x2+5x5 = 31 electrons while the 15 oxygen 
atoms can take only 30 electrons.25 The extra electron can be localized in a defect 
region or reside at a metal center. Thus the metal is “reduced” to a small degree. 
Other examples include K^M ^On,26 Ba3Ta6Si4 0 2 356 and K g T au S i^ ? .57 The 
bonding and physical properties of these materials are largely unknown. However, 
their appearance can differ from normal oxides or oxysulfides. K^NbsC^i, for 
example, is opaque. Their physical properties have not been studied extensively. 
Recently, it has been proposed that defects with localized electrons in a 
semiconductor lattice having the suitable band gap may assist photocatalytic 
processes.19
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Synthesis
The synthesis of La9W 6S03o was carried out using a molten KC1 flux growth 
method with a partial nitrogen atmosphere flowing at about 1 cc per second. At this 
flow rate, there should be a small amount of oxygen diffusing into the furnace, which 
will supply the required oxygen for the reaction. The KC1 flux was dried at 
approximately 250°C under a pressure of 10 2 mbar for 48 hours. The amounts of 
La20 3 , La2S3, S and W (> 99.9%; Alfa-Aesar) used were 0.2452, 0.0201, 0.1779 and 
0.0569 g, respectively. These powdery materials were thoroughly mixed with 2 g of 
powdered KC1 that was used as a flux. The sample was placed in a small glazed 
porcelain-lidded crucible which was in turn laid inside a ceramic tube bedded within 
the furnace enclosure. The ceramic tube was connected to a nitrogen flow regulator 
to allow a constant gas flow rate. The computer-controlled furnace was then heated 
from room temperature to 950°C in approximately 80 hours. The temperature of 
950°C was maintained for 120 hours before it was allowed to cool back to room 
temperature over another 24-hour period. After cooling, the sample was soaked in 
deionized water overnight and subsequently washed daily for the next four days with 
deionized water to remove all traces of the KC1 flux. The sample consisted of a fine 
homogeneous powder composed of translucent plate-like crystals with a uniform 
light-brown or khaki color without the presence of any detritus or other residues 
from the synthesis after cleaning was completed.
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The powder X-ray patterns for La2 0 3  and La9W6S03o (before and after use as 
catalyst in MO solution) were recorded on a Rigaku Miniflex powder X-ray 
diffractometer and are shown in Figure 24, Figure 25, and Figure 26. For 
comparison the patterns of the starting La2 0 3  powder is shown in Figure 24. The 
result of this comparison clearly demonstrates that no detectable amount of La20 3 
remained after the reaction. It also shows that there was no structural degradation of 
the materials after a week’s use as catalyst in MO solution.
An EDX analysis of the transparent plate-like single crystals using a JOEL 
JSM-6510LV scanning electron microscope confirmed the presence of the elements 
La, W, S and O in the pertinent ratio within the instrumental uncertainty.
Structural Determination
Several crystals of the compound were indexed on a Bruker SMART CCD 
diffractometer using 40 frames with an exposure time of 20 seconds per frame. All 
crystals exhibited the same tetragonal lattice. One crystal with particularly good 
reflection quality was chosen for data collection. A total of 8505 reflections were 
collected in the hemisphere of the reciprocal lattice of the tetragonal cell, of which
620 were unique, with R(int) = 0.0383. An empirical absorption correction using the
28program SADABS was applied to all reflections. The structure was solved with 
direct methods using the SIR97 program.29 A full-matrix least square refinement on 
F2 was carried out using the SHELXTL program.30 The final agreement factors are 
R1 = 0.0414 and R2 = 0.0926 (for I  > 2a).
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Figure 24. Powder X-Ray pattern for La2C>3.
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Figure 25. Powder X-Ray pattern for LagWeSC^o. Aluminum lines are present in 
this spectrum due to the incomplete coverage of the sample holder and should be 
ignored. These lines appear at 38.5°, 44.7°, 65.1°, and 78.2°.
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Figure 26. Powder X-Ray pattern for LagWgSOgo after use in MO solution. 
Aluminum lines are present in this spectrum due to the incomplete coverage of the 
sample holder and should be ignored. These lines appear at 38.5°, 44.7°, 65.1°, and 
78.2°.
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The final structure was checked for additional symmetry with the MISSYM 
algorithm implemented in the PLATON program suite. No additional symmetry 
was found. The unit cell information and refinement details are reported in Table 5. 
The atomic positions and equivalent isotropic displacement parameters are listed in 
Table 6, selected bond lengths are in Table 7, and the anisotropic displacement 
parameters are reported in Table 8.
Structure
LagWeSOao, shown in Figure 27, has a simple structure consisting of corner- 
sharing W 0 6 octahedra. Of particular note are the W06 octahedral units with W 
coordinated to six oxygen atoms. The W-O distances range from 1.80 to 2.15 A, 
comparable to the sum of the covalent radii of W (1.46 A) and O (0.73 A)27 (see 
Table 7). These octahedra are then connected by sharing opposite corners with 
adjacent octahedra to form a zigzag chain (Figure 28). The W-O-W angles along the 
connections are 141° and 158°. The chains propagate in both the a- and ^-directions.
All of the oxygen atoms in an octahedral unit are bonded to W atoms. The 
sulfur atom, however, is not part the octahedron chain. It is coordinated to 4 Lai 
atoms in a square planar geometry. The distance is 3.16 A, larger than the sum of 
ionic radii of S2' (1.40 A) and La3+ (1.30 A for 8-coordiation).27
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Table 5
Crystal data and structural refinement for La^ WfiSCLo
Identification code doug8c





Space group P 4 2 /n m c
Unit cell dimensions a = 10.0187(4) A oc=90°. 
b =  10.0187(4) A (3=90°. 
c =  12.6782(10) A y= 90°.
Volume 1272.57(12) A3
Z 2
Density (calculated) 7.478 Mg/m3
Absorption coefficient 41.916 mm-!
F(000) 2426
Crystal size 0.04 x 0.04 x 0.04 mm3
Theta range for data collection 2.59 to 25.00°.
Index ranges -1 l<=h<=l 1, -1 l<=k<=l 1, -15<=1<=15
Reflections collected 8505
Independent reflections 620 [R(int) = 0.0383]
Completeness to theta = 25.00° 97.5 %
Absorption correction Semi-empirical from equivalents
Max. and min. transmission 1.000 and 0.471764
Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F3
Data / restraints / parameters 6 2 0 /0  / 73
Goodness-of-fit on F3 1.511
Final R indices [I>2sigma(I)] R1 = 0.0414, wR2 = 0.0926
R indices (all data) R1 = 0.0414, wR2 = 0.0926
Extinction coefficient 0.00033(3)
Largest diff. peak and hole 2.145 and -2.400 e.A '3
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Table 6
Atomic coordinates ( x 10 )^ and equivalent isotropic displacement parameters 
(A^x 1()3) for LajWeSC^o
X Y Z U(eq)
La(l) 5272(1) 4728(1) 2500 14(1)
La(2) 2500 7500 2500 10(1)
La(3) 2500 254(2) 4814(1) 30(1)
W (l) 5530(1) 2500 5241(1) 10(1)
W(2) 2500 2500 2055(11) 13(2)
W(2A) 2500 2500 2560(60) 9(9)
S 7500 2500 2500 14(3)
0(1) 5370(20) 1119(17) 4287(11) 44(5)
0(2) 4007(15) 6181(14) 3677(10) 19(3)
0(3) 1280(20) 2500 5660(20) 40(7)
0(4) 7500 2500 4940(20) 24(7)
0(5) 4366(18) 2500 1859(13) 13(4)
0(6) 2500 1070(30) 2910(20) 43(7)
U(eq) is defined as one third of the trace of the orthogonalized UO tensor.
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Table 7
Bond lengths [A] and angles [°] for LagWeSCho
La(l)-0(1)#1 2.421(14) La(3)-0(1)#17 2.78(2)
La(l)-0(1)#2 2.421(14) La(3)-W(l)#19 3.3931(17)
La(l)-0(2)#3 2.440(13) La(3)-W(l)#17 3.3931(17)
La(l)-0(2) 2.440(13) La(3)-W(2)#20 3.623(11)
La(l)-0(5)#3 2.543(9) W (l)-0 (1) 1.845(15)
La(l)-0(5) 2.543(9) W (l)-0(1)#1 1.845(15)
La(l)-0(6)#4 2.939(9) W (l)-0(3)#4 1.89(2)
La(l)-0(6)#5 2.939(9) W (l)-0(2)#15 1.961(14)
La(l)-S 3.1565(16) W (l)-0(2)#21 1.961(14)
La(l)-W(2A) 3.5639(19) W (l)-0 (4 ) 2.010(6)
La(l)-W(2A)#3 3.564(2) W (l)-La(3)#22 3.3931(17)
La(l)-W (2) 3.608(2) W(l)-La(3)#17 3.3931(17)
La(2)-0(2)#6 2.500(14) W (l)-La(2)#15 3.4780(10)
La(2)-0(2)#7 2.500(14) W(2)-W(2A) 0.64(7)
La(2)-0(2)#8 2.500(14) W (2)-0(6) 1.80(3)
La(2)-0(2) 2.500(14) W (2)-0(6)#4 1.80(3)
La(2)-0(2)#9 2.500(14) W (2)-0(5)#4 1.885(19)
La(2)-O(2)#10 2.500(14) W (2)-0(5) 1.885(19)
La(2)-0(2)#3 2.500(14) W (2)-0(3)#12 2.15(3)
La(2)-0(2)#11 2.500(14) W (2)-0(3)#23 2.15(3)
La(2)-W(l)#12 3.4781(10) W (2)-La(l)#4 3.608(2)
La(2)-W(l)#13 3.4781(10) W(2)-La(l)#7 3.608(2)
La(2)-W(l)#14 3.4781(10) W (2)-La(l)#l 3.608(2)
La(2)-W(l)#15 3.4781(10) W(2)-La(3)#12 3.623(11)
La(3)-0(2)#1 2.535(14) W (2A)-0(6) 1.50(3)
La(3)-0(2)#4 2.535(14) W (2A)-0(6)#4 1.50(3)
La(3)-0(6) 2.55(3) W (2A)-0(5)#4 2.07(4)
La(3)-0(5)#16 2.620(17) W (2A)-0(5) 2.07(4)
La(3)-0(3) 2.775(15) W(2A)-La(l)#4 3.5639(18)
La(3)-0(3)#4 2.775(15) W(2A)-La(l)#7 3.5639(18)
La(3)-0(4)#17 2.777(4) W (2A)-La(l)#l 3.5639(18)
La(3)-0(1)#18 2.78(2) W(2A)-La(3)#4 3.64(6)
( continued on following page )
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Table 7
Bond lengths [A] and angles [°] for LagW^SOso (continued)
S-La(l)#l 3.1565(16) 0(5)#3-La(l)-0(5) 136.8(8)
S-La(l)#24 3.1565(16) 0(l)#l-La(l)-0(6)#4 77.0(8)
S-La(l)#25 3.1565(16) 0(1 )#2-La( 1 )-0  (6)#4 119.2(7)
0(1)-La(l)#l 2.421(14) 0  (2)#3 -La( 1)- O (6)#4 71.8(6)
0(1)-La(3)#17 2.78(2) 0(2)-La(l)-0(6)#4 64.1(6)
0(2)-W(l)#15 1.961(14) 0  (5)#3 -La( 1 )-0  (6)#4 150.5(6)
0(2)-La(3)#4 2.535(14) 0(5)-La(l)-0(6)#4 58.6(6)
0(3)-W(l)#4 1.89(2) 0  (1 )# 1 -La( 1)- O (6)#5 119.2(7)
O(3)-W(2)#20 2.15(3) 0(1 )#2-La( 1)- 0  (6)#5 77.0(8)
0(3)-La(3)#4 2.775(15) 0  (2)#3 -La( 1)- 0  (6)#5 64.1(6)
0(4)-W(l)#25 2.010(6) 0  (2)-La( 1)- 0  (6)#5 71.8(6)
0(4)-La(3)#22 2.777(4) 0  (5)#3 -La( 1 )-0  (6)#5 58.6(6)
0(4)-La(3)#17 2.777(4) 0(5)-La(l)-0(6)#5 150.5(6)
0(5)-La(l)#l 2.543(9) 0  (6)#4-La( 1)- O (6)#5 123.3(10)
0(5)-La(3)#23 2.620(17) 0(1)#1-La(l)-S 74.0(4)
0(6)-La(l)#4 2.939(9) 0(1)#2-La(l)-S 74.0(4)
0(6)-La(l)#l 2.939(9) 0(2)#3-La(l)-S 142.1(3)
0(2)-La(l)-S 142.1(3)
0(1)#1-La(l)-0(1)#2 147.9(9) 0(5)#3-La(l)-S 68.4(4)
0(l)#l-La(l)-0(2)#3 141.1(6) 0(5)-La(l)-S 68.4(4)
0(l)#2-La(l)-0(2)#3 70.0(5) 0(6)#4-La(l)-S 118.3(5)
0(l)#l-L a(l)-0(2) 70.0(5) 0(6)#5-La(l)-S 118.3(5)
0(l)#2-La(l)-0(2) 141.1(6) 0  (1 )#1 -La( 1)-W(2A) 78.0(13)
0(2)#3-La(l)-0(2) 75.8(6) 0(1)#2-La(l)-W(2A) 105.6(14)
0(l)#l-La(l)-0(5)#3 77.9(7) 0  (2)#3 -La( 1)-W(2A) 82.8(9)
0(l)#2-La(l)-0(5)#3 90.3(6) 0(2)-La(l)-W(2A) 87.4(9)
0(2)#3-La(l)-0(5)#3 122.2(5) 0  (5)#3 -La( 1)-W(2A) 154.2(11)
0(2)-La(l)-0(5)#3 92.7(5) 0  (5)-La( 1)-W(2A) 34.8(9)
0(l)#l-L a(l)-0(5) 90.3(6) 0  (6)#4-La( 1)- W (2 A) 24.2(7)
0(1  )#2-La( 1 ) -0  (5) 77.9(7) O (6)#5 -La( 1)- W (2 A) 144.0(6)
0(2)#3-La(l)-0(5) 92.7(5) S-La(l)-W(2A) 96.21(3)
0(2)-La(l)-0(5) 122.2(5) 0(1)#1-La(l)-W(2A)#3 105.6(14)
( continued on following page )
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Bond lengths [A] and angles [°] for I^W ^SO ^ (continued)
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0(1)#2-La(l)-W(2A)#3 78.0(13) O(2)#8-La(2)-O(2)#10 73.6(6)
0  (2)#3 -La( 1)-W(2A)#3 87.4(9) O(2)-La(2)-O(2)#10 173.9(7)
0  (2)- La( 1)- W (2 A)#3 82.8(9) O(2)#9-La(2)-O(2)#10 74.3(7)
0(5)#3-La(l)-W(2A)#3 34.8(9) 0(2)#6-La(2)-0(2)#3 110.9(3)
0(5)-La(l)-W(2A)#3 154.2(11) 0  (2)#7 - La(2)- 0  (2)#3 110.9(3)
0  (6)#4- La( 1)- W (2 A)#3 144.0(6) 0(2)#8-La(2)-0(2)#3 173.9(7)
0  (6)#5 - La( 1)- W (2 A)#3 24.2(7) 0(2)-La(2)-0(2)#3 73.6(6)
S-La(l)-W(2A)#3 96.21(3) 0(2)#9-La(2)-0(2)#3 63.8(7)
W (2 A)- La( 1)-W(2 A)#3 167.58(5) O(2)#10-La(2)-O(2)#3 106.7(6)
0(1)#1-La(l)-W(2) 87.7(6) 0(2)#6-La(2)-0(2)#l 1 73.6(6)
0(1)#2-La(l)-W(2) 95.6(5) 0(2)#7-La(2)-0(2)#l 1 173.9(7)
0  (2)#3 -La( 1)- W(2) 76.5(4) 0(2)#8-La(2)-0(2)#l 1 110.9(3)
0(2)-La(l)-W(2) 93.7(4) 0(2)-La(2)-0(2)#l 1 110.9(3)
0  (5 )#3 - La( 1)- W(2) 161.2(4) 0(2)#9-La(2)-0(2)#l 1 106.7(6)
0(5)-La(l)-W(2) 29.8(4) O(2)#10-La(2)-O(2)#l 1 63.8(7)
0  (6)#4- La( 1)- W(2) 29.7(5) 0(2)#3-La(2)-0(2)#l 1 74.3(7)
0  (6)#5 - La( 1)- W(2) 140.1(5) 0(2)#6-La(2)-W(l)#12 142.3(3)
S-La(l)-W(2) 96.14(3) 0  (2)#7-La(2)-W( 1 )# 12 101.0(3)
W(2A)-La(l)-W(2) 10.3(11) 0  (2)#8 - La(2)- W( 1 )# 12 142.3(3)
W (2 A)#3 - La( 1)- W(2) 163.9(7) 0  (2)-La(2)-W( 1 )# 12 101.0(3)
0(2)#6-La(2)-0(2)#7 106.7(6) O (2)#9- La(2)- W( 1 )# 12 33.5(3)
0  (2)#6- La(2)- 0  (2)#8 74.3(7) O (2)# 10- La(2)-W( 1 )# 12 81.4(3)
0  (2)#7 - La(2)- O (2)#8 63.8(7) 0(2)#3-La(2)-W(l)#12 33.5(3)
0(2)#6-La(2)-0(2) 63.8(7) 0(2)#11-La(2)-W(l)#12 81.4(3)
O (2)#7 - La(2)- O (2) 74.3(7) O (2)#6- La(2)- W( 1 )# 13 101.0(3)
0  (2)#8 - La(2)- O (2) 106.7(6) O (2)#7 - La(2)- W( 1 )# 13 142.3(3)
0(2)#6-La(2)-0(2)#9 173.9(7) O (2)#8- La(2)- W( 1 )# 13 101.0(3)
0(2)#7-La(2)-0(2)#9 73.6(6) O (2)- La(2)- W( 1 )# 13 142.3(3)
0(2)#8-La(2)-0(2)#9 110.9(3) O (2)#9- La(2)- W( 1 )# 13 81.4(3)
0(2)-La(2)-0(2)#9 110.9(3) O (2)# 10- La(2)- W( 1 )# 13 33.5(3)
0(2)#6-La(2)- 0(2)# 10 110.9(3) O (2)#3 - La(2)- W( 1 )# 13 81.4(3)
O(2)#7-La(2)-O(2)#10 110.9(3) 0(2)#11-La(2)-W(l)#13 33.5(3)
( continued on following page)
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Table 7
Bond lengths [A] and angles [°] for LayWfiSO^i (continued)
W(l)#12-La(2)-W(l)#13 69.14(4) O (2)# 1 - La(3)- O (3 )#4 114.7(5)
0(2)#6-La(2)-W(l)#14 81.4(3) 0(2)#4-La(3)-0(3)#4 160.3(5)
0(2)#7-La(2)-W(l)#14 33.5(3) 0(6)-La(3)-0(3)#4 96.0(8)
0(2)#8-La(2)-W(l)#14 33.5(3) 0(5)#16-La(3)-0(3)#4 60.0(7)
0(2)-La(2)-W(l)#14 81.4(3) 0(3)- La(3)- O (3 )#4 52.1(8)
O (2)#9- La(2)-W( 1 )# 14 101.0(3) O (2)# 1 - La(3)- O (4)# 17 60.1(6)
O (2)# 10- La(2)- W( 1 )# 14 101.0(3) O (2)#4- La(3)- O (4)# 17 60.0(6)
0  (2)#3 - La(2)- W( 1 )# 14 142.3(3) 0(6)-La(3)-0(4)#17 115.3(9)
0  (2)# 11 - La(2)-W( 1 )# 14 142.3(3) 0(5)#16-La(3)-0(4)#17 91.9(8)
W(l)#12-La(2)-W(l)#14 132.69(2) 0(3)-La(3)-0(4)#17 139.6(7)
W(l)#13-La(2)-W(l)#14 132.69(2) O (3 )#4- La(3)- O (4)# 17 139.6(7)
0  (2)#6- La(2)- W( 1 )# 15 33.5(3) 0(2)#1-La(3)-0(1)#18 114.2(5)
0(2)#7-La(2)-W(l)#15 81.4(3) O (2)#4- La(3 )-0(l)#18 59.7(4)
0(2)#8-La(2)-W(l)#15 81.4(3) 0(6)-La(3)-0(l)#18 123.2(4)
0(2)-La(2)-W(l)#15 33.5(3) 0(5)#16-La(3)-0(1)#18 70.5(4)
0(2)#9-La(2)-W(l)#15 142.3(3) 0(3)-La(3)-0(l)#18 84.6(5)
O(2)#10-La(2)-W(l)#15 142.3(3) 0(3)#4-La(3)-0(l)#18 125.4(6)
0(2)#3-La(2)-W(l)#15 101.0(3) 0(4)#17-La(3)-0(1)#18 57.5(4)
0(2)#11-La(2)-W(l)#15 101.0(3) 0(2)#1-La(3)-0(1)#17 59.7(4)
W(l)#12-La(2)-W(l)#15 132.69(2) O (2)#4- La(3 )-0(l)#17 114.2(5)
W(l)#13-La(2)-W(l)#15 132.69(2) 0(6)-La(3)-0(l)#17 123.2(4)
W(l)#14-La(2)-W(l)#15 69.14(3) 0(5)#16-La(3)-0(1)#17 70.5(4)
0  (2)# 1 - La(3)- 0  (2)#4 73.1(6) 0(3)-La(3)-0(l)#17 125.4(6)
0  (2)# 1 - La(3)- 0  (6) 69.2(6) 0(3)#4-La(3)-0(l)#17 84.6(5)
0  (2)#4- La(3)- 0  (6) 69.2(6) 0(4)#17-La(3)-0(1)#17 57.5(4)
0  (2)# 1 - La(3)- 0  (5)# 16 130.2(4) 0(1)#18-La(3)-0(1)#17 100.1(7)
0  (2)#4- La(3)- 0  (5)# 16 130.2(4) 0(2)#1-La(3)-W(l)#19 82.7(3)
0(6)-La(3)-0(5)#16 152.8(7) O (2)#4- La(3)- W( 1 )# 19 35.0(3)
O (2)# 1 - La(3)- O (3) 160.3(5) 0(6)-La(3)-W(l)#19 104.1(5)
O (2)#4- La(3)- O (3) 114.7(5) 0(5)#16-La(3)-W(l)#19 98.0(3)
0(6)-La(3)-0(3) 96.0(8) 0(3)-La(3)-W(l)#19 114.3(4)
0(5)#16-La(3)-0(3) 60.0(7) 0(3)#4-La(3)-W(l)#19 157.3(6)
( continued on following page )
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Bond lengths [A] and angles [°] for LayW^SOjo (continued)
0(4)#17-La(3)-W(l)#19 36.32(13) 0(3 )#4-W( 1)- O (2)#21 91.7(8)
0(1)#18-La(3)-W(l)#19 32.9(3) 0(2)#15-W(1)-0(2)#21 84.8(8)
0(1)#17-La(3)-W(l)#19 93.0(4) 0(l)-W (l)-0(4) 87.7(9)
0(2)#1-La(3)-W(l)#17 35.0(3) 0 (l)# l-W (l)-0 (4 ) 87.7(9)
0(2)#4-La(3)-W(l)#17 82.7(3) 0(3)#4-W (l)-0(4) 174.7(13)
0(6)-La(3)-W(l)#17 104.1(5) 0(2)#15-W (l)-0(4) 84.3(8)
0(5)#16-La(3)-W(l)#17 98.0(3) 0(2)#21-W (l)-0(4) 84.3(8)
0(3)-La(3)-W(l)#17 157.3(6) 0(1)-W(l)-La(3)#22 130.3(6)
0(3)#4-La(3)-W(l)#17 114.3(4) 0(1)#1-W(l)-La(3)#22 55.1(7)
0(4)#17-La(3)-W(l)#17 36.33(12) O (3 )#4- W( 1)- La(3 )#22 124.32(16)
0(1)#18-La(3)-W(l)#17 93.0(4) 0(2)#15-W(l)-La(3)#22 47.8(4)
0(1)#17-La(3)-W(l)#17 32.9(3) O (2)#21 - W( 1)- La(3)#22 115.2(4)
W(l)#19-La(3)-W(l)#17 71.12(5) 0(4)-W(l)-La(3)#22 54.91(10)
O (2)# 1 - La(3)- W (2)#20 143.0(3) 0(1)-W(l)-La(3)#17 55.1(7)
O (2)#4- La(3)- W (2)#20 143.0(3) 0(1)#1-W(l)-La(3)#17 130.3(6)
O(6)-La(3)-W(2)#20 122.8(6) 0(3)#4-W(l)-La(3)#17 124.33(16)
O(5)#16-La(3)-W(2)#20 30.0(4) 0(2)#15-W(l)-La(3)#17 115.2(4)
O(3)-La(3)-W(2)#20 36.2(5) 0(2)#21-W(l)-La(3)#17 47.8(4)
O(3)#4-La(3)-W(2)#20 36.2(5) 0(4)-W(l)-La(3)#17 54.91(10)
0  (4)# 17 - La(3)- W (2)#20 121.9(7) La(3 )#22- W(l)-La(3)#17 108.83(5)
O (1 )# 18 - La(3)- W (2)#20 89.2(3) 0(1)-W(l)-La(2)#15 126.1(6)
O(l)#17-La(3)-W(2)#20 89.2(3) 0(1)#1-W(l)-La(2)#15 126.1(6)
W( 1 )# 19- La(3)- W (2)#20 121.41(11) 0(3)#4-W(l)-La(2)#15 108.2(9)
W( 1 )# 17- La(3)-W(2)#20 121.41(11) O (2)# 15-W( 1)- La(2)# 15 44.7(4)
0(1)-W(1)-0(1)#1 97.2(10) 0(2)#21-W(l)-La(2)#15 44.7(4)
0(l)-W (l)-0(3)#4 95.8(9) 0(4)-W(l)-La(2)#15 66.4(9)
0(l)# l-W (l)-0(3)#4 95.8(9) La(3 )#22- W( 1)- La(2)# 15 71.76(3)
0(1)-W(1)-0(2)#15 170.1(8) La(3)#17-W(l)-La(2)#15 71.76(3)
0(1)#1-W(1)-0(2)#15 88.5(6) W(2A)-W(2)-0(6) 52.7(10)
0(3)#4-W (l)-0(2)#15 91.7(8) W(2A)-W(2)-0(6)#4 52.7(10)
0(1)-W(1)-0(2)#21 88.5(6) 0(6)-W(2)-0(6)#4 105(2)
0(1)#1-W(1)-0(2)#21 170.1(8) W(2A)-W(2)-0(5)#4 97.6(7)
( continued on following page)
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Table 7
Bond lengths [A] and angles [°] for LapW^SOso (continued)
0(6)-W(2)-0(5)#4 94.6(4) W(2A)-W(2)-La(l) 81.0(2)
0(6)#4-W(2)-0(5)#4 94.6(4) 0(6)-W(2)-La(l) 113.4(6)
W(2A)-W(2)-0(5) 97.6(7) 0(6)#4-W(2)-La(l) 54.1(3)
0(6)-W (2)-0(5) 94.6(4) 0(5)#4-W(2)-La(l) 141.61(6)
0(6)#4-W(2)-0(5) 94.6(4) 0(5)-W(2)-La(l) 42.1(2)
0  (5)#4- W(2)- 0  (5) 164.9(13) 0(3)#12-W(2)-La(l) 118.7(4)
W(2A)-W(2)-0(3)#12 145.4(7) 0  (3 )#23 - W(2)- La( 1) 77.1(4)
0  (6)- W(2)- 0  (3 )# 12 92.7(11) La( 1 )#4-W(2)- La( 1) 162.0(4)
O (6)#4- W(2)- 0  (3 )# 12 162.0(13) La( 1 )#7-W(2)- La( 1) 100.68(10)
0  (5)#4- W(2)- O (3 )# 12 83.8(6) W(2A)-W(2)-La(l)#l 81.0(2)
0(5)-W(2)-0(3)#12 83.8(6) 0(6)-W(2)-La(l)#l 54.1(3)
W(2A)-W(2)-0(3)#23 145.4(7) 0  (6)#4- W(2)-La(l)#l 113.4(6)
0(6)-W (2)-0(3 )#23 162.0(13) 0  (5)#4- W(2)-La(l)#l 141.61(6)
0  (6)#4- W(2)- 0  (3 )#23 92.7(11) 0(5)-W(2)-La(l)#l 42.1(2)
0  (5 )#4- W(2)- 0  (3 )#23 83.8(6) 0(3)#12-W(2)-La(l)#l 77.1(4)
0(5)-W(2)-0(3)#23 83.8(6) 0  (3 )#23 - W(2)- La( 1 )# 1 118.7(4)
0(3)#12-W(2)-0(3)#23 69.2(14) La( 1 )#4- W(2)- La( 1 )# 1 100.68(10)
W(2A)-W(2)-La(l)#4 81.0(2) La(l)#7-W(2)-La(l)#l 162.0(4)
0(6)-W(2)-La(l)#4 54.1(3) La(l)-W(2)-La(l)#l 76.44(8)
0(6)#4-W(2)-La(l)#4 113.4(6) W(2A)-W(2)-La(3)#12 141.61(15)
0(5)#4-W(2)-La(l)#4 42.1(2) 0(6)-W(2)-La(3)#12 118.4(7)
0(5)-W(2)-La(l)#4 141.61(6) 0  (6)#4- W(2)- La(3 )# 12 118.4(7)
0(3)#12-W(2)-La(l)#4 77.1(4) 0(5)#4-W(2)-La(3)#12 44.0(6)
0(3)#23-W(2)-La(l)#4 118.7(4) 0(5)-W(2)-La(3)#12 120.8(8)
W (2 A)- W (2)- La( 1 )#7 81.0(2) 0(3)#12-W(2)-La(3)#12 49.8(5)
0(6)-W(2)-La(l)#7 113.4(6) 0  (3 )#23 - W(2)- La(3 )# 12 49.8(5)
0  (6)#4- W (2)- La( 1 )#7 54.1(3) La( 1 )#4- W (2)- La(3 )# 12 69.19(10)
0(5)#4-W(2)-La(l)#7 42.0(2) La(l)#7-W(2)-La(3)#12 69.19(10)
0(5)-W(2)-La(l)#7 141.61(6) La( 1)-W(2)- La(3 )# 12 126.9(3)
0(3)#12-W(2)-La(l)#7 118.7(4) La( 1 )# 1 - W(2)- La(3 )# 12 126.9(3)
0(3 )#23 - W(2)- La( 1 )#7 77.1(4) W(2)-W(2A)-0(6) 107(3)
La( 1 )#4- W(2)- La( 1 )#7 76.44(8) W(2)-W(2A)-0(6)#4 107(3)
( continued on following page )




Bond lengths [A] and angles [°] for La<jWfiSO30 (continued)
0(6)-W(2A)-0(6)#4 145(6) La( 1 )#7-W(2 A)- La( 1 )# 1 177(3)
W(2)-W(2A)-0(5)#4 65(2) La( 1)-W(2 A)- La( 1 )# 1 77.55(7)
0(6)-W(2A)-0(5)#4 97.4(8) W(2)-W(2A)-La(3) 141.8(8)
0  (6)#4- W (2 A)- O (5)#4 97.4(8) 0(6)-W(2A)-La(3) 34(2)
W(2)-W(2A)-0(5) 65(2) O (6)#4- W (2 A)- La(3) 111(4)
0(6)-W(2A)-0(5) 97.4(8) O (5)#4- W (2 A)- La(3) 109.8(13)
0(6)#4-W(2A)-0(5) 97.4(8) 0(5)-W(2A)-La(3) 109.8(13)
0(5)#4-W(2A)-0(5) 129(4) La( 1 )#4- W (2 A)- La(3) 68.3(7)
W(2)-W(2A)-La(l)#4 88.7(13) La( 1 )#7 - W (2 A)- La(3) 113.9(15)
O (6)- W (2 A)- La( 1 )#4 53.8(4) La( 1)- W (2 A)- La(3) 113.9(15)
O (6)#4- W (2 A)- La( 1 )#4 127.2(11) La( 1 )# 1 - W (2 A)- La(3) 68.3(7)
0  (5 )#4- W (2 A)- La( 1 )#4 44.5(3) W(2)-W(2A)-La(3)#4 141.8(8)
0  (5)- W (2 A)- La( 1 )#4 133.9(18) 0(6)-W(2A)-La(3)#4 111(4)
W(2)-W(2A)-La(l)#7 88.7(13) 0(6)#4-W(2A)-La(3)#4 34(2)
0(6)-W(2A)-La(l)#7 127.2(11) 0(5)#4-W(2A)-La(3)#4 109.8(13)
0  (6)#4- W (2 A)- La( 1 )#7 53.8(4) 0(5)-W(2A)-La(3)#4 109.8(13)
0  (5)#4- W (2 A)- La( 1 )#7 44.5(3) La( 1 )#4- W (2 A)- La(3 )#4 113.9(15)
O (5)- W(2 A)- La( 1 )#7 133.9(18) La( 1 )#7 - W (2 A)- La(3 )#4 68.3(7)
La(l)#4-W(2A)-La(l )#7 77.55(7) La(l)-W(2A)-La(3)#4 68.3(7)
W(2)- W (2 A)- La( 1) 88.7(13) La( 1 )# 1 - W (2 A)- La(3 )#4 113.9(15)
0(6)-W(2A)-La(l) 127.2(11) La(3)- W (2 A)- La(3 )#4 76.5(16)
0  (6)#4- W (2 A)- La( 1) 53.8(4) La(l)-S-La(l)#l 90
O (5)#4- W (2 A)- La( 1) 133.9(18) La(l)-S-La(l)#24 90
0  (5)- W (2 A)- La( 1) 44.5(3) La(l)#l-S-La(l)#24 180
La(l)#4-W(2A)-La(l) 177(3) La(l)-S-La(l)#25 180
La(l)#7-W(2A)-La(l) 102.39(9) La(l)#l-S-La(l)#25 90
W(2)- W (2 A)- La( 1 )# 1 88.7(13) La( 1 )#24- S- La( 1 )#25 90
0  (6) - W(2 A)- La( 1 )# 1 53.8(4) W (l)-0(1)-La(l)#l 151.6(8)
0  (6)#4- W (2 A)- La( 1 )# 1 127.2(11) W(l)-0(1)-La(3)#17 92.0(7)
O (5)#4- W (2 A)- La( 1 )# 1 134.0(18) La(l)#l-0(1)-La(3)#17 103.9(7)
0(5)-W(2A)-La(l)#l 44.5(3) W (l)#15-0(2)-La(l) 135.0(7)
La( 1 )#4- W (2 A)- La( 1 )# 1 102.39(9) W(l)#15-0(2)-La(2) 101.8(5)
( continued on following page )
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Table 7
Bond lengths [A] and angles [°] for LagWgSOso (continued)
La(l)-0(2)-La(2) 105.3(5) W (2 A)- O (5)- La( 1) 100.6(10)
W(l)#15-0(2)-La(3)#4 97.2(5) W (2)-0(5)-La(l)#l 108.2(5)
La(l)-0(2)-La(3)#4 108.6(5) W (2 A)- O (5)- La( 1 )# 1 100.6(10)
La(2)-0(2)-La(3)#4 106.2(6) La(l)-0(5)-La(l)#l 122.7(7)
W(l)#4-O(3)-W(2)#20 141.0(15) W(2)-0(5)-La(3)#23 105.9(9)
W (1 )#4- 0  (3)- La(3 )#4 108.2(7) W (2 A)- O (5)- La(3 )#23 124(2)
W (2)#20- 0  (3)- La(3 )#4 93.9(6) La(l)-0(5)-La(3)#23 105.3(4)
W( 1 )#4- O (3)- La(3) 108.2(7) La( 1 )# 1 - O (5)- La(3 )#23 105.3(4)
W(2)#20-O(3)-La(3) 93.9(6) W(2A)-0(6)-W(2) 20(3)
La(3)#4-0(3)-La(3) 108.3(9) W (2 A)- O (6)- La(3) 126(3)
W( 1)- O (4)-W( 1 )#25 158.0(17) W(2)-0(6)-La(3) 146.2(15)
W( 1)- O (4)- La(3 )#22 88.8(2) W (2 A)- O (6)- La( 1 )#4 102.0(9)
W( 1 )#25 - O (4)- La(3 )#22 88.8(2) W(2)-0(6)-La(l)#4 96.3(6)
W(l)-0(4)-La(3)#17 88.8(2) La(3)-0(6)-La(l)#4 94.6(5)
W(l)#25-0(4)-La(3)#17 88.8(2) W(2A)-0(6)-La(l)#l 102.0(9)
La(3 )#22- O (4)- La(3 )# 17 167.0(13) W (2)-0(6)-La(l)#l 96.3(6)
W(2)-0(5)-W(2A) 17.9(16) La(3)-0(6)-La(l)#l 94.6(5)
W (2)-0(5)-La(l) 108.2(5) La( 1 )#4- O (6)- La( 1 )# 1 141.9(10)
Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms:
#1 x,-y+l/2,z #2 y+l/2,-x+l,-z+l/2 #3 -y+l,-x+l,-z+l/2
#4 -x+l/2,-y+l/2,z #5 y+l/2,x+l/2,-z+l/2 #6 x,-y+3/2,z
#7 -x+l/2,y,z #8 -x+l/2,-y+3/2,z #9 y-l/2 ,-x+l,-z+l/2
#10 y-l/2,x+l/2,-z+l/2 #11 -y+l,x+l/2,-z+l/2
#12 y,x,z-l/2 #13 -y+l/2,-x+3/2,z-l/2 #14 x-l/2,y+l/2,-z+l
#15 -x+l,-y+l,-z+ l #16 -y+l/2,-x+l/2,z+l/2 # 1 7 -x+l,-y,-z+l
#18 x-l/2,-y,-z+l #19 x-l/2 ,y-l/2 ,-z+l #20 y,x,z+l/2
#21 -x+l,y-l/2 ,-z+ l #22 x+l/2,y+l/2,-z+l # 2 3 -y+l/2,-x+l/2,z-l/2
#24 -x+3/2,y,z #25 -x+3/2,-y+l/2,z
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Table 8
Anisotropic displacement parameters (A2x 103) for LagW^SOjo
U H U22 U33 U23 U13 u 12
La(l) 17(1) 17(1) 9(1) 1(1) 1(1) 5(1)
La(2) 12(1) 12(1) 7(1) 0 0 0
La(3) 56(1) 16(1) 18(1) -4(1) 0 0
W (l) 5(1) 15(1) 8(1) 0 -1(1) 0
W(2) 9(1) 11(1) 18(5) 0 0 0
W(2A) 11(7) 10(7) 10(30) 0 0 0
S 17(5) 17(5) 8(6) 0 0 0
0(1) 101(16) 28(9) 4(6) -1(6) 4(8) -18(10)
0(2) 26(8) 16(7) 16(6) 0(6) 3(6) 6(6)
0(3) 3(11) 46(16) 71(18) 0 -10(12) 0
0(4) 33(19) 17(16) 23(15) 0 0 0
0(5) 3(9) 29(11) 6(9) 0 1(7) 0
0(6) 42(16) 20(13) 66(18) 18(13) 0 0
The anisotropic displacement factor exponent takes the form: -27t2[ h2 a*2l j l  1 + ...
+ 2 h k a* b * U 1 2 ].
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Figure 27. Crystal structure of LagWeSOso- The white and gray spheres represent 
W and La atoms, respectively. The small and medium black spheres are O and S 
atoms, respectively.
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Figure 28. Octahedron chain propagating in the a-direction in the structure of 
LagWgSOso. The white and gray spheres represent W and La atoms, respectively. 
The small and medium black spheres are O and S atoms, respectively.
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It is unusual not only to see 6 W centers sharing one delocalized electron 
anticipated from the formula (La3+)9(W6+)6S2'(O2 ') 3 0  #e but also to see the high 
oxygen to sulfur ratio (30 to l).26 The final product of LagWeSOao crystallizes into a 
lattice belonging to the space group P 42/n m c (No. 137) and lattice constants a = 
10.0187(4) A and c = 12.678(1) A. The structure features corner-sharing W06 
octahedra and La3+ ions. The lone sulfur atom of each unit cell is coordinated with 
four La3+ ions in a square planar geometry. These structural peculiarities bring to the 
forefront the question of electrical properties: Will the material be a semiconductor, 
or will the presence of the delocalized electron change that?
Spectroscopy
Raman spectra were recorded for the same single crystals used for the X-ray 
data collection on a Renishaw System 2000 microfocus Raman spectrometer. The 
IR spectra were obtained on a Bruker Vector 22 instrument.
Computational Study
The density of states (DOS) and the crystal orbital overlap population 
(COOP)33 curves were computed using both the tight-binding extended Hiickel 
method (EH)34,35 and the self-consistent linear muffin-tin orbital local density 
approximation method (LDA) as implemented in the Stuttgart-TB-LMTO-ASA 
program. Approximately 450 k-points in the irreducible wedge of the Brillouin 
zone were used in the EH computation of the DOS and COOP curves.
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Approximately 144 k-points were used in the LDA calculations. The EH parameters 
used in the computation are listed in Table 9.
Optical Catalysis Data Acquisition
Approximately 0.5 g of the synthesized and cleaned La9W6S03o was used as 
catalyst for organic dye solutions. One hundred milliliters of methyl orange (MO) 
solution with a concentration of approximately 50 mg/L was placed in a quartz 
beaker together with the catalyst. A 175 W mercury lamp above the beaker was used 
as the UV-VIS source, which has typical emission lines as shown in Figure 14, with 
the 445 nm emission line being the dominant part of the spectrum. An Ocean Optics 
Model 2000 UV-VIS spectrometer interfaced with a conventional PC running the 
proprietary Ocean Optics OOIBase32 software package was used for all data 
collection. The solution was constantly stirred with a magnetic bar and kept at room 
temperature with a ventilation fan. A thermometer was used to monitor the 
temperature of the solution. As detailed in Chapter 2, some revisions to the 
apparatus were made near the end of the test series. The primary change was the 
fitting of a copper sheet over the sidewalls of the quartz reaction vessel to prevent the 
intrusion of extraneous light sources.




Orbital Hu (eV) £ a i i Cl* C2
La 6s -7.67 2.14
6p -5.01 2.08
5d -8.21 3.78 1.381 0.7765 0.4586
W 6s -8.26 2.341
6p -5.17 2.309
5d -10.37 4.982 2.068 0.6940 0.5631
S 3s -20.0 1.817
3p -13.3 1.817
0 2s -32.3 2.275
2p -14.8 2.275
aExponents and coefficients in a double £  expansion of the d orbital.
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Electronic Structure
A formal electron partition of (La3+)g(W6+)6 S2 '(O2 ') 3 0  shows that the cations 
provide 3x9 (from La) + 6x6 (from W) = 63 electrons. However, the anions can take 
2 (from S) + 2x30 (from O) = 62 electrons. The remaining electron must be shared 
among the metal centers. Therefore the metal centers are “reduced,” but the degree 
of reduction is very small. If the electron is shared among W centers, then each W 
atom has only 1/6 electron. This small degree of reduction will not normally change 
the semiconducting nature of the compound. Figure 29 shows the density of states 
calculated by the EH method. The band gap estimated by this method is 
approximately 4.1 eV. This value can be considered as an upper limit of the real 
band gap. From the projected density of states of W and S in this figure, it is clear 
that the band gap is formed between the filled states of S and empty states of W. 
Figure 30 depicts the COOP curves of some representative atomic contacts in the 
structure. As expected from the above electron partitioning, all states below the 
Fermi level contribute to La-S, La-O and W -0  bonding. For comparison, the band 
structure calculated using the density functional LDA method is shown in Figure 31. 
The band gap estimated from this method is approximately 0.8 eV. This value 
should be a lower limit to the actual band gap.
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Figure 29. Density of states (DOS) calculated by the EH method for the LagWgSOso 
structure. The solid line is the total DOS, the dashed line the integrated DOS, and 
the shaded area is the contribution from La, W and S, respectively. The horizontal 
dashed line indicates the Fermi level.
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Figure 30. COOP curves of representative bonds in the LagWgSOgo structure 
calculated using the EH method. The bond type, distance (d) and integrated overlap 
population (OP) to the Fermi level are indicated in the panel.
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La9W6SO30
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Figure 31. The band structure as calculated by the LDA-LMTO method for 
LagWfiSOjo
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Catalytic Properties
The experimental results for LagWfiSOgo with methyl orange are seen in 
Figure 32. This produced a first-order decay over the course of roughly 33 hours to a 
stable light absorption, indicating that the decay process involving LagWeSC^o as 
measured at 415 nm had halted at that time. The rate of decay, which translates to a 
half life of 83.5 hours, is substantially quicker than that of an uncatalyzed methyl 
orange solution. A sample of raw methyl orange with similar concentration to that 
used with the LagWgSOgo produced a rate of decay corresponding to a half life of 288 
hours as seen in Figure 33. The time at which the solution of uncatalyzed methyl 
orange became stable was not established due to time limitations. Comparing the 
La9W 6S0 3 o catalyzed decay of methyl orange to the TiC>2 catalyzed decay of methyl 
orange, these both had similar initial rates of decay (Figure 34).
It should be noted that the pH in the reaction vessel was not recorded in these 
data series since preliminary testing appeared to indicate that a shift in pH was not 
the cause of the recorded changes in absorption of light during a decay cycle. For a 
more detailed discussion of the specific La6WgSC>3o catalyzed decays of methylene 
blue and methyl orange, see Chapter 5.
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Figure 32. The decay of methyl orange photocatalyzed with LayWoSC^o.
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Figure 33. The uncatalyzed decay of methyl orange.
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Figure 34. A normalized comparison of catalyzed and uncatalyzed methyl orange 
decay. All absorptions were normalized to a nominal A0 = 1.00.
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CHAPTER 4
THE SYNTHESIS AND STRUCTURE OF Pr3G a06
Introduction
During our investigation of rare earth oxides incorporated with main group 
elements, a number of compounds of this type have been synthesized. Our objective 
is to reduce the band gap of the binary oxide to the desired size by introducing a 
main group element into the structure. La2Ge0 5 , for example, has shown promising 
optical catalytic properties. Following the route of our research, we have 
synthesized another compound, P^GaOe. In this contribution, we report the 
synthesis, structure and theoretical band gap estimation of this new compound. 
Synthesis
The synthesis of Pi^GaOg was carried out using a molten KC1 flux growth 
method with a partial nitrogen atmosphere flowing at about 1 cc per second. At this 
flow rate, there should be a small amount of oxygen diffusing into the furnace and 
supplying the required oxygen for the reaction 3 Pr20 3 + 2 Ga + IV2 0 2 —> 2 
Pr3Ga06- The KC1 flux was dried at approximately 250°C under atmospheric 
pressure of 10'2 mbar for 48 hours. The amounts of Pr2 0 3  and Ga (> 99.9%; Alfa- 
Aesar) used were 0.8255 g and 0.1754 g, respectively.
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These powdery materials were thoroughly mixed with 8 g of KC1 flux. The 
sample was placed in a small glazed porcelain-lidded crucible that was lain inside a 
ceramic tube inside a furnace. The ceramic tube was connected to a nitrogen flow 
regulator to allow constant flow rate. The computer-controlled furnace was then 
heated from room temperature to 1000°C in approximately 24 hours. The 
temperature of 1000°C was maintained for 120 hours before cooled back to room 
temperature in another 24-hour period. After cooling, the sample was soaked in 
deionized water overnight and washed daily for the next four days with deionized 
water to remove all traces of the KC1 flux. Many colorless needle-like crystals could 
be observed in the sample.
An EDX analysis of the transparent needle-like single crystals using a JOEL 
JSM-6510LV scanning electron microscope confirmed the presence of the elements 
Pr and Ga in the pertinent ratio within the instrumental uncertainty.
Structural Determination
Several crystals of the compound were indexed on a Bruker SMART CCD 
diffractometer using 40 frames with an exposure time of 20 seconds per frame. All 
crystals exhibited the same orthorhombic lattice. One crystal with good reflection 
quality was chosen for data collection. A total of 2185 reflections were collected in 
the hemisphere of the reciprocal lattice of the tetragonal cell, of which 561 were 
unique with R(int) = 0.0415. An empirical absorption correction using the program
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28SADABS was applied to all reflections. The structure was solved with direct 
methods using the SIR97 program.29
A full-matrix least-square refinement on F2 was carried out using the 
SHELXTL program.30 The final agreement factors are R1 = 0.0458 and R2 = 0.0919 
(for I  > 2a). The final structure was checked for additional symmetry with the 
MISSYM algorithm31 implemented in the PLATON program suite.32 No additional 
symmetry was found. The unit cell information and refinement details are reported 
in Table 10. The atomic positions and equivalent isotropic displacement parameters 
are listed in Table 11, selected bond lengths are in Table 12, and the anisotropic 
displacement parameters are reported in Table 13.
Spectroscopy
Raman spectra were recorded for the same single crystals used for the X-ray 
data collection on a Renishaw System 2000 Microfocus Raman spectrometer. 
Computational Study
The density of states (DOS) and the crystal orbital overlap population
33(COOP) curves were computed using both the tight-binding extended Htickel 
method (EH)34,35 and the self-consistent linear muffin-tin orbital local density 
approximation method (LDA) as implemented in the Stuttgart-TB-LMTO-ASA 
program. Approximately 216 k-points in the irreducible wedge of the Brillouin 
zone were used in the EH computation of the DOS and COOP curves.
Approximately 144 k-points were used in the LDA calculations. The EH parameters
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Table 10



















Completeness to theta = 24.99° 
Absorption correction 
Max. and min. transmission 
Refinement method 
Data / restraints / parameters
Goodness-of-fit on
Final R indices [I>2sigma(I)]
R indices (all data)
Absolute structure parameter 
Extinction coefficient 
Largest diff. peak and hole
doug7a 





C m c 2 i
a = 9.2397(16) A cc=90°.
b =  11.610(2) A (3=90°.






0.40 x 0.03 x 0.03 mm 
2.82 to 24.99°.
-10<=h<=10, -13<=k<=13, -6<=1<=6 
2185
561 [R(int) = 0.0415]
100.0 %
Semi-empirical from equivalents 
1.000 and 0.441028
2
Full-matrix least-squares on F
5 6 1 / 1 / 5 3
1.339
R1 =0.0458, wR2 = 0.0919 
R1 = 0.0495, wR2 = 0.0927 
0.05(19)
0.00042(14)
2.299 and -2.763 e.A"3
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Table 11
Atomic coordinates (x 10^) and equivalent isotropic displacement parameters 
(A  ^x 10^) for Pr3GaC>6
X Y Z U(eq)
Pr(l) 1936(1) 1066(1) 4454(2) 6(1)
Pr(2) 0 3948(2) 4054(2) 3(1)
Ga 0 1922(3) -167(6) 4(1)
0(1) 1520(20) 2609(14) 1480(40) 9(4)
0(2) 3413(18) 120(20) 1780(40) 8(4)
0(3) 0 439(19) 1110(40) 4(6)
0(4) 0 2130(20) 6560(40) 12(6)
U(eq) is defined as one third of the trace of the orthogonalized UIJ tensor.
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Table 12
Bond lengths [A] and angles [°] for Pr^GaOf,
Pr(l)-0(2) 2.31(2) 0(2)-Pr(l)#5 2.34(2)
Pr(l)-0(2)#1 2.34(2) 0(2)-Pr(2)#6 2.37(2)
Pr(l)-0(1)#2 2.386(19) 0(2)-Pr(2)#13 2.379(18)
Pr(l)-0(4) 2.472(17) 0(3)-Pr(l)#14 2.668(17)
Pr(l)-0(1) 2.477(18) 0(3)-Pr(l)#5 2.668(17)
Pr(l)-0(3)#3 2.668(17) 0(3)-Pr(l)#4 2.689(17)
Pr(l)-0(3) 2.689(17) 0(4)-Ga#15 1.85(2)
Pr(l)-Ga 3.300(3) 0(4)-Pr(l)#4 2.472(17)
Pr( 1 )-Pr( 1 )#4 3.577(2)
Pr(l)-Pr(l)#l 3.7390(16) 0(2)-Pr(l)-0(2)#l 74.7(4)
Pr(l)-Pr(l)#5 3.7391(16) 0(2)-Pr(l)-0(l)#2 105.2(7)
Pr(l)-Pr(2)#6 3.7570(17) 0(2)# 1 -Pr( 1 )-0( 1 )#2 76.3(7)
Pr(2)-0(2)#7 2.37(2) 0(2)-Pr(l)-0(4) 167.5(7)
Pr(2)-0(2)#8 2.37(2) 0(2)# 1 -Pr( 1 )-0(4) 116.8(7)
Pr(2)-0(2)#2 2.379(18) 0 ( 1 )#2-Pr( l)-0(4) 83.3(6)
Pr(2)-0(2)#9 2.379(18) 0(2)-Pr(l)-0(l) 90.0(7)
Pr(2)-0(4) 2.54(2) 0(2)#1-Pr(l)-0(1) 153.1(7)
Pr(2)-0(1) 2.54(2) 0(1 )#2-Pr( 1 )-0( 1) 86.9(4)
Pr(2)-0(1)#4 2.54(2) 0(4)-Pr(l)-0(l) 81.2(7)
Pr(2)-Ga 3.336(4) 0(2)-Pr( 1 )-0(3)#3 108.1(6)
Pr(2)-Pr(2)#10 3.717(3) 0(2)# l-Pr(l)-0(3)#3 79.1(7)
Pr(2)-Pr(2)#ll 3.717(3) 0 ( 1 )#2-Pr( 1 )-0(3)#3 131.1(7)
Pr(2)-Pr(l)#7 3.7570(17) 0(4)-Pr(l)-0(3)#3 71.1(6)
Pr(2)-Pr(l)#8 3.7570(17) 0(l)-Pr(l)-0(3)#3 127.2(5)
Ga-0(4)#12 1.85(2) 0(2)-Pr(l)-0(3) 79.2(7)
Ga-0(3) 1.86(2) 0(2)# 1 -Pr( 1 )-0(3) 128.2(7)
Ga-0(1)#4 1.86(2) 0 ( 1 )#2-Pr( 1 )-0(3) 154.6(7)
Ga-O(l) 1.86(2) 0(4)-Pr(l)-0(3) 89.2(6)
Ga-Pr(l)#4 3.300(3) 0(l)-Pr(l)-0(3) 67.9(6)
0(1 )-Pr( 1 )# 13 2.386(19) 0(3)#3-Pr(l)-0(3) 67.6(3)
( continued on following page )












0(2)-Pr( 1 )-Pr( 1 )#4 126.3(5)
0(2)# 1 -Pr( 1 )-Pr( 1 )#4 125.8(5)
0 ( 1 )#2-Pr( 1 )-Pr( 1 )#4 126.7(5)
0(4)-Pr( 1 )-Pr( 1 )#4 43.7(4)
0 ( 1)-Pr( 1 )-Pr( 1 )#4 81.1(5)
0(3)#3-Pr(l)-Pr(l)#4 47.9(3)
0(3)-Pr( 1)-Pr( 1 )#4 48.3(3)
Ga-Pr(l)-Pr(l)#4 57.19(4)
0(2)-Pr( 1 )-Pr( 1 )# 1 99.8(5)
0(2)# 1 -Pr( 1 )-Pr( 1 )# 1 36.1(5)
0(1)#2-Pr(l)-Pr(l)#l 94.0(5)
0(4)-Pr( 1)-Pr( 1 )# 1 88.5(5)
0(1)-Pr(l)-Pr(l)#l 169.5(5)
0(3)#3-Pr( 1 )-Pr( 1 )# 1 46.0(4)
0(3)-Pr( 1 )-Pr( 1 )# 1 110.0(5)
Ga-Pr(l)-Pr(l)#l 141.94(5)
Pr( 1 )#4-Pr( 1 )-Pr( 1 )# 1 90
0(2)-Pr( 1 )-Pr( 1 )#5 36.6(5)
0(2)# 1 -Pr( 1 )-Pr( 1 )#5 91.6(5)
0 ( 1)#2-Pr( 1 )-Pr( 1 )#5 141.6(5)
0(4)-Pr(l)-Pr(l)#5 133.5(4)
0(1)-Pr(l)-Pr(l)#5 88.6(4)
0(3)#3-Pr( 1 )-Pr( 1 )#5 80.1(5)
0(3)-Pr(l)-Pr(l)#5 45.5(4)
Ga-Pr(l)-Pr(l)#5 67.12(6)
Pr( 1 )#4-Pr( 1 )-Pr( 1 )# 5 90
Pr( 1 )# 1 -Pr( 1)-Pr( 1 )# 5 97.08(5)
0(2)-Pr( 1 )-Pr(2)#6 37.1(5)
0(2)# 1 -Pr( 1 )-Pr(2)#6 37.6(5)
0 ( 1 )#2-Pr( 1)-Pr(2)#6 90.0(4)
0(4)-Pr( 1 )-Pr(2)#6 154.2(5)
0(1)-Pr(l)-Pr(2)#6 123.4(5)
0(3)#3-Pr(l)-Pr(2)#6 95.6(3)
0(3)-Pr( 1 )-Pr(2)#6 106.4(4)
Ga-Pr(l)-Pr(2)#6 123.95(7)
Pr( 1 )#4-Pr( 1 )-Pr(2)#6 138.91(3)
Pr( 1 )# 1 -Pr( 1 )-Pr(2)#6 67.13(3)
















( continued on following page )
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Table 12
Bond lengths [A] and angles [°] for Pr3Ga06 (continued)
0(2)#7-Pr(2)-0(l)#4 112.8(8)
0(2)# 8-Pr(2)-0( 1 )#4 72.8(7)
0(2)#2-Pr(2)-0( 1 )#4 169.4(8)
























0( 1 )#4-Pr(2)-Pr(2)# 11 146.0(4)
Ga-Pr(2)-Pr(2)#ll 176.23(10)
Pr(2)#10-Pr(2)-Pr(2)#ll 97.84(9)
0(2)#7-Pr(2)-Pr( 1 )#7 36.0(6)
0(2)#8-Pr(2)-Pr(l)#7 97.1(5)
0(2)#2-Pr(2)-Pr( 1 )#7 36.8(6)
0(2)#9-Pr(2)-Pr( 1 )#7 97.3(5)
0(4)-Pr(2)-Pr(l)#7 120.8(3)
0( 1 )-Pr(2)-Pr( 1)#7 91.0(4)






0(2)#2-Pr(2)-Pr( 1 )# 8 97.3(5)
0(2)#9-Pr(2)-Pr(l)#8 36.8(6)
0(4)-Pr(2)-Pr( 1 )# 8 120.8(3)
0(1)-Pr(2)-Pr(l)#8 148.2(5)











0(4)# 12-Ga-Pr( 1 )#4 144.8(3)
0(3)-Ga-Pr(l)#4 54.6(5)
0( 1 )#4-Ga-Pr( 1 )#4 48.0(6)
( continued on following page )



















Pr( 1 )# 13-0( 1)-Pr( 1) 133.9(9)
Ga-0(1)-Pr(2) 97.3(8)

















Pr( l)#4-0(3)-Pr( 1) 83.4(7)
Ga# 15-0(4)-Pr( 1) 114.1(8)




Pr( 1 )#4-0(4)-Pr(2) 98.7(7)
Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: 
#1 x,-y,z+l/2 #2 -x+l/2,-y+l/2,z+l/2 #3 -x,-y,z+l/2 
# 4 -x,y,z #5 x,-y,z-l/2 #6 x+l/2,y-l/2,z 
# 7 -x+l/2,y+l/2,z #8 x-l/2,y+l/2,z #9 x-l/2,-y+l/2,z+l/2 
# 1 0 -x,-y+l,z-l/2 # 1 1 -x,-y+l,z+l/2 #12x,y,z-l
#13 -x+l/2,-y+l/2,z-l/2 # 1 4 -x,-y,z-l/2 #15 x,y,z+l
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Table 13
Anisotropic displacement parameters (A2x 103) for Pr3GaC>6
U11 U22 U33 U23 U 13 U12
Pr(l) 5(1) 2(1) 9(1) 1(1) -1(1) 2(1)
Pr(2) 6(1) 4(1) 0(1) -2(1) 0 0
Ga 5(2) 3(2) 4(2) -3(2) 0 0
0(1) 14(10) 10(9) 4(9) 1(8) -2(7) -2(9)
0(2) 9(8) 0(9) 14(8) 4(9) -7(8) -4(10)
0(3) 12(14) 0(13) 0(11) -1(9) 0 0
0(4) 31(17) 0(14) 4(13) 4(10) 0 0
The anisotropic displacement factor exponent takes the form: -27t2[ h2 a*2U l 1 + ... 
+ 2 h k a* b * U 1 2 ].
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used in the computation are listed in Table 14.
Crystal Structure
The crystal structure of Pr3Ga06 is shown in Figure 35. It is isostructural to
58GdsGaOe. It features discrete GaC>4 tetrahedral units with Ga coordinated to four 
oxygen atoms. The GaCU tetrahedron is slightly distorted with the four O-Ga-O 
angles equal to 98°, 102°, 116 0 and 120°. The G a-0 distances range from 1.85 to 
1.86 A, slightly smaller than the sum of the covalent radii of Ga (1.26 A) and O (0.73 
A)27 (see Table 12). In addition to the oxygen atoms bonded to Ga, there is another 
type of oxygen atom bonded to only Pr in a tetrahedral environment. The O-Pr 
distances range from 2.31 to 2.38 A, comparable to the sum of the ionic radii of Pr3+ 
(1.13 A for 6-coordination and 1.27 A for 8-coordination) and O2 (2.40 A).27 
Therefore the interaction between these two species can be considered ionic. The 
Pr4 0  tetrahedron is also slightly distorted with the four Pr-O-Pr angles equal to 103°, 
106°, 107° and 124°. Figure 36 shows the oxygen bonding network. The 
tetrahedrally coordinated oxygen atoms are depicted in white.
Electronic Structure
A formal electron partition o f (Pr3+)3Ga3+( 0 2~)6 shows that the compound has 
a closed-shell electronic configuration. Therefore it is either a semiconductor or an 
insulator.




Orbital Hu (eV) & 6 cia C2
Pr 6s -7.42 1.40
6p -4.65 1.40
5d -8.08 2.753 1.267 0.7187 0.4449
Ga 4s -14.58 1.77
4p -6.75 1.55
0 2s -32.3 2.275
2p -14.8 2.275
“Exponents and coefficients in a double £  expansion of the d orbital.
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Figure 35. The crystal structure of Pr3Ga06. The large white and gray spheres 
represent Ga atoms and La atoms, respectively. The small black spheres are O 
atoms.
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Figure 36. Unit cell of the structure of Pr3Ga06 emphasizing the oxygen bonding 
network. The large white and gray spheres represent Ga and La atoms, respectively. 
The small black spheres are O atoms. Tetrahedrally coordinated oxygen atoms are 
represented by small white spheres.
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As previously discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, the HOMO and LUMO of the 
compounds come from the bonding and antibonding orbitals of G a-0 interaction. 
Figure 37 is the calculated DOS using the EH method. The HOMO consists mostly 
of oxygen 2p  orbitals and LUMO Pr 5d  orbitals. This feature corresponds to an 
interaction with a very ionic character; therefore, we expect a correspondingly large 
band gap. The EH method estimated a band gap of 6.2 eV, which is usually 
considered to be the upper limit. Figure 38 shows the COOP curves of two 
representative atomic contacts in the structure, P r-0  and Ga-O. In this figure, all 
states contribute to bonding as expected from the closed-shell nature. The LMTO- 
LDA method incorrectly predicted the materials to be metallic with zero gaps. The 
compound is a white needle-like crystal corresponding to an insulator.
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Figure 37. Calculated EH DOS for Pr3Ga06. The solid curves represent the total 
DOS; the shaded areas and dashed curves correspond to the contribution from the 
particular atom kind and its integrated value, respectively, as indicated in each panel. 
The horizontal dotted line indicates the Fermi level.
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Figure 38. EH COOP curves for two representative bonds in the PraGaOe structure. 
The bond type, its distance (d) and integrated overlap population (OP) to the Fermi 
level (£p) are indicated in the panel.
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CHAPTER 5
A DETAILED ANALYSIS OF THE CATALYTICALLY ENHANCED 
PHOTODECAY OF METHYLENE BLUE AND METHYL ORANGE
Introduction
Previously, the overall half lives and reaction orders of the photocatalyzed 
decay of organic dyes using both the newly synthesized compounds La2GeOs and 
LagWeSOso as well as the control catalysts La20 3 and T i0 2 were given. It is now 
time to discuss more fully the methods used for evaluating the data that supports 
those measurements as well as the assessment of the reaction order of the 
photocatalyzed decays.
Initial Data Plotting and Noise Removal
Following the collection of data, initial plots of all data series were prepared. 
Adhering to the principles outlined in Appendix A, specific wavelengths of light 
were selected for both methylene blue and methyl orange that were relatively free of 
background noise. These were at 512nm and 415nm respectively. Detailed decay 
plots at these wavelengths were then prepared. A few of the data collection series 
were burdened with a cyclic noise pattern that was temporal in nature, following the 
24-hour diurnal cycle. This prompted the modification of the experimental apparatus
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to include copper shielding over the reaction vessel and the reacquisition of data 
when possible.
Not all of the data could be reacquired, however, making it necessary to deal 
with the noise in-situ. Since the noise was cyclic in nature, it was found to average 
itself out of lengthy scans; thus, when possible it was left in. On the short decay 
cycles, however, it was not possible to leave the noise in and still obtain useful 
results. Thus, the decision was made to clean up the noise via the removal of the 
“spikes” in the select few data sets that had a short (sub-24-hour) decay cycle. These 
are all clearly marked in the accompanying figures. A close comparison of data 
processed to remove the noise and of data retaining the noise pattern showed this 
approach to be a viable one (see Figure 39), introducing only a small “correcting” 
variation to the decay constant of the best fit line and simultaneously making a 
significant improvement to the R2 valuation.
Determination of Reaction Order
From a cursory inspection of the photocatalytically enhanced decays of the 
organic dyes, two general patterns became apparent immediately. In the first pattern, 
a steady decay was seen to progress at an apparently constant rate from the initial 
time to the end of the decay. No visible “kinks” or “bends” were present in this type 
of decay. In the second type, there were two separate regions of decay, with the first 
phase decaying far more rapidly than the second phase of the decay (see Figure 40); 
universally the first region smoothly blended into the second without a sharp cutoff.
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Figure 39. A comparison of representative optical decay data before and after the
removal of diurnal cyclic noise.
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Figure 40. A representative decay clearly showing the two distinct decay phases,
with the first phase possessing a higher reaction rate than the second.
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Thus, the uncatalyzed decay of this organic dye is of the first type, which is a simple 
case of A -> B with a single decay constant, “B” being optically inactive. This is in 
contrast to the case of the catalyzed decay of methylene blue, with its bifurcated 
character. To make the two phases of decay, it is necessary to postulate the reaction 
A -> B -> D with two dissimilar reaction constants and an optically inactive species 
“D”. Other series of reactions such as A B -> C D are possible but not 
necessary to explain the apparent kinetics of the reaction. Thus they should only be 
seriously considered if the simplest possible reaction type is not able to produce a 
reasonable decay profile, or if other unaccounted-for effects exist.
Comparison of a series of computer-generated fits to the data (see Figures 41, 
42,43, 44, 45, and 46) showed that for the reactions of the first type (i.e., those that 
progressed to termination without any abrupt changes) there was no firm basis 
provided by the best fit lines for establishing a clear superiority of either zero-order 
decay or first-order decay. While first-order decay, with its consequent exponential 
decay function, showed a marginal advantage in terms of R2, this advantage was 
slight enough in practice as to be indistinguishable upon consideration of the issue of 
experimental uncertainty. However, a close comparison of three different datasets of 
the photodecay of methylene blue without a catalyst present proved revelatory of the 
nature of the reaction kinetics.
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Figure 41. The photodecay of methylene blue without the presence of a catalytic
agent (dataset 060421), plotted with zero-order reaction kinetics.
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Figure 42. The photodecay of methylene blue without the presence of a catalytic
agent (dataset 060427), plotted with zero-order reaction kinetics.
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Figure 43. The photodecay of methylene blue without the presence of a catalytic
agent (dataset 060501), plotted with zero-order reaction kinetics.
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Figure 44. The photodecay of methylene blue without the presence of a catalytic
agent (dataset 060421), plotted with first-order reaction kinetics.
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Figure 45. The photodecay of methylene blue without the presence of a catalytic
agent (dataset 060427), plotted with first-order reaction kinetics.
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Figure 46. The photodecay of methylene blue without the presence of a catalytic
agent (dataset 060501), plotted with first-order reaction kinetics.
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These datasets were all compiled as part of the same test series, were all of 
solutions of similar concentrations, and were all performed without recalibration of 
the instrument. Thus they should all have ideally given identical decay constants and 
consequently identical half lives. When plotted linearly, this was the case, with a 
decay constant of -0.0004/minute for all three and a half life of between 20.0 and 
21.0 hours (see Figures 41, 42, and 43 respectively). However, when plotted 
exponentially, this was not the case at all. The decay constants ranged from -0.0004 
to -0.0008/minute for the exponential plots with half lives ranging from 14.4 to 28.9 
hours (see Figures 44, 45, and 46, respectively). This represents a substantial 
variation in the results of exponential plotting from the expected results that is not 
easily explainable. When considered in the light of the excellent agreement within 
the datasets for the photodecay of methylene blue when plotted linearly, the 
conclusion seems clear: the decay is zero-order under the experimental conditions.
This conclusion is reinforced by the fact that these early methylene blue 
studies all utilized a very concentrated solution of methylene blue, requiring a full 
2.0-second data acquisition scan to allow enough photons to reach the Ocean Optics 
CCD detector to overcome the base noise floor of the apparatus. In other words, 
very nearly all of the photons that reached the reaction vessel were able to react with 
the methylene blue. Thus, if we treat the photon flux as though it were a reactant, 
the reaction would be first-order in light and zero-order in methylene blue. Under 
the conditions in which the test series including test runs 060421, 060427, and
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060501 was carried out, the photodecay behavior of the methylene blue is indeed a 
linear decay when neither of the catalysts is present, and thus zero-order decay over 
the range of measured light absorbance is indicated.
Deviations from the linear in the rate of decay of methylene blue in Figures 
41, 42, and 43 may be regarded as a shift of the decay order of the reaction from 
zero-order to first-order as the fraction of photons being absorbed drops, thus making 
the concentration of the organic dye important to the rate of reaction Given that a 
very optically dense solution will tend to absorb nearly all of the photons incident 
upon it, this should be the case with solutions containing catalysts as well as the 
organic dye and with solutions containing methyl orange as the organic dye.
These considerations possess weighty implications for the interpretation of 
the catalyzed photodecay data that need discussion. In general, the approach used 
was to treat the catalyzed photodecay as being a uniform first-order reaction rather 
than a reaction having a transition from a zero-order to a first-order rate for the 
simple reason that the change in shape from a zero-order to a first-order reaction for 
a quickly decaying reactant is subtle. Given the level of background noise in the 
data, these are just the sort of subtleties that will tend to be lost.
As a test of this approach, a simple numeric model using Excel was used to 
simulate decay of the catalyzed reactions using a first-order approximation for both 
the transition from the A ^  C and C D stages and then a competing model with 
the transition from C -> D being a zero-order reaction (see Figures 47 and 48).
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Figure 47. Model of proposed A C D mechanism for L^GeOs catalyzed 
decay of methylene blue (060424) at 512nm plotted as the sum of two first-order 
reactions. The solid black line is the actual decay as measured in the lab; the other 
three lines are from the computer model. The line rapidly dropping from .8 to 0 
represents A -> C while the line rising from zero represents C -> D. The solid line 
that closely follows the dashed decay line is the predicted decay formed from the 
additive sum of the A -> C and C D reactions. An implicit assumption of this 
graphic is that decay product “D” is not optically absorptive at 512nm.
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Figure 48. Model of proposed A C -> D mechanism for La2G e05 catalyzed 
decay of methylene blue (060424) at 512nm plotted as the sum of a first-order and a 
zero-order reaction.
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Both yield good results, though the latter model seems a better fit to data. Thus, in 
this case it would indeed appear that the analysis techniques for the kinetics of 
photodecay are justified.
In the case of methylene blue catalyzed by T i0 2, used as a benchmark 
reference, some more interesting results surfaced in constructing a computer model. 
A close examination of Figure 48 reveals that there is a plateau present during the 
initial decay sequence, along with a sharp initial decline that changes abruptly in 
character to a very gradual decline after about the first hour. These features proved 
irreproducible with the simple approach used in the preceding analysis. An 
additional factor was necessary, and it turns out that there are two avenues of 
approach that are simple and viable. Either there exist two optically absorptive 
derivatives of methylene blue, with a reaction of the type A -> C -> D, or there are 
three optically active derivatives, with a reaction of the type A - > B  + C - > B  + D. 
Notice that “B” in the second proposed mechanism is effectively inert to 
photodegradation within the time scale of the study. A comparison of Figures 49,
50, and 51 reveals the strengths and weaknesses of both approaches. Neither is 
clearly superior, save in simplicity.
Whatever the case for the exact mechanism of T i0 2 catalyzed methylene blue 
decay, the reaction kinetics leaves little doubt that an intermediate species is present 
in the decay. Just as clearly, in the case of La2GeOs catalyzed methylene blue decay, 
the reaction kinetics indicates a direct decay to the final product.
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Figure 49. A computer model demonstrating the proposed A C D reaction
pathway for the Ti0 2  photocatalyzed decay of methylene blue.
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Figure 50. A computer model demonstrating the proposed A -> B +C -> B + D
reaction pathway for the TiCh photocatalyzed decay of methylene blue.
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Figure 51. A comparison of the two competing models for the T i0 2 photocatalyzed
decay of methylene blue.
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As inspection of Figure 52 makes clear, the rates of decay of that final 
product of both processes are identical within the limits of experimental error. Thus, 
it seems likely though unproven that the final decay product in either case is the 
same. This will require GCMS analysis for final confirmation.
A Possible Interpretation of the Catalyzed Decay Processes for Methylene Blue 
A quick look at methylene blue and its homologues as seen in Appendix B59 
that are recognized as methylene blue’s breakdown products reveals several 
interesting facts. The first is that the general pattern is one of the losses of methyl 
substituents from the poles of the molecule, following the pattern methylene blue 
azure b azure a azure c thionin. Only after this does a breakdown of the 
central ring structure take place. The next is that there is not a generally recognized 
methylene blue variant with a single methyl at each pole of the molecule; the 
implication is that once a single methyl group is removed from either pole of 
methylene blue, the loss of the second from the same side is far more likely than is 
the loss of another from the opposite side. The general implication of all this is that 
the methyl substituents have a stabilizing effect on the molecule and also serve as 
sacrifices for oxidation processes, such as the catalyzed decay of the molecule. 
Another thing to consider is that all of the forms cited should be optically absorptive 
to some degree at the wavelengths used in this study. Looking at the models of the 
breakdown of methylene blue, it would appear that the intermediate forms in the
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Figure 52. A comparison of the Ti02 catalyzed decay of methylene blue and the
La2G e05 catalyzed decay of methylene blue.
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breakdown chains are not a single homologue of methylene blue, but rather a mix of 
the four recognized forms. Only after all of the methyl groups have been lost would 
the molecule undergo a breakdown of the central ring structure that would change its 
underlying absorption profile to the point that it is no longer observed at the studied 
wavelengths. Thus, in the breakdown processes of methylene blue in which 
intermediate forms are recognized as being present for a substantive time to produce 
a fit to data, the loss of methyl groups occurs relatively slowly in comparison to the 
breakdown processes in which intermediate forms between methylene blue and its 
nonoptically absorptive decay products are not necessary to produce a fit to data. 
This should serve to explain the somewhat anomalous shapes of the decay patterns 
previously discussed, since the models used are simplified forms of this process.
In the case of LaoGeOs catalyzed decay of methyl orange, an intermediary 
species is also required (Figure 53) in an A -> B C-type decay to fit the measured 
decay data. First-order reaction kinetics for all decays clearly provided the best fit to 
data. Without an intermediary species, either the initial decay phase “bled” into the 
latter very slow decay at the curve, or the latter phase was correct but the initial 
decay attenuated far too quickly. In assessing the reaction order for the uncatalyzed 
decay of methyl orange, the R value was minimally better for the exponential best 
fit line than it was for the linear best fit line. However, since there were no separate 
test series run during the initial equipment evaluation to provide the comparison 
from model to model, those datasets 060421, 060427, and 060501 provided for
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Figure 53. A computer model of the kinetics of the La2G e05 catalyzed decay of
methyl orange.
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methylene blue; sufficient data for a firm assessment of the correct reaction order of 
methyl orange at this concentration is missing. From the data present, it would 
indeed appear to be a first-order reaction with the consequent exponential decay 
curve, which fits the computer-generated decay model. However, a final verification 
of this must be of necessity part of an ongoing project. In Figure 54, a model of the 
T1O2 catalyzed decay of methyl orange is presented. This uses a pair of first-order 
decays of the form A -> B -> C, with “C” being optically inert at this wavelength. 
Due to noise considerations, it is difficult to claim that this is the best model for the 
system. Further curve fitting is impractical in the case of methyl orange decay due to 
the marginal quality of the relevant data for a detailed analysis of the reaction 
kinetics.
Known Oxidation Decay Products for Methyl Orange
In the case of methyl orange, there are no homologues that are commonly 
seen in the chemical literature. The result of oxidative decay processes are 
commonly referred to as yielding a mix of phenols and carboxylic acids, as seen in 
Appendix C.60 Thus, it appears that since there are no sacrificial groups analogous to 
the methyl substituents on the methylene blue molecule that can protect the central 
structure of the methyl orange molecule, no intermediate decay products that are 
optically absorptive should be observed in the decay of methyl orange. In this the 
models are in agreement.
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Figure 54. A proposed model for T i0 2 catalyzed methyl orange decay.
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APPENDIX A
TECHNIQUES OF OPTICAL ABSORPTION DATA COLLECTION 
FOR ASSESSING THE DECAY OF ORGANIC DYES USED
IN THIS STUDY
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For an industrial study of the breakdown of an undesirable chemical waste 
in a catalytic environment, only the half life of the reaction is absolutely essential 
for determining the economic viability of any particular catalyst or technique. 
However, more detailed information needs to be established for the purposes of a 
comprehensive scientific study. In general, there are two things that need to be 
experimentally determined for a comprehensive scientific study of the chemical 
decay of a compound that will help with assessing the reaction mechanism. One 
is the kinetic order of the reaction, and the second is the rate constant of the 
reaction. To establish the half life of some chemical, one need only take a few 
measurements of absorption at wide intervals and determine the approximate time 
at which half of the initial concentration of the chemical is present. However, to 
establish the kinetic order and the rate constant for a reaction requires the 
assessment of many measurements over relatively short time intervals. For a 
chemical reaction with a decay half life on the order of one day to one week, a 
sampling interval of between one half hour and three hours will provide enough 
data to give a reasonable calculation of the reaction order and the rate constant. If 
the half life is unknown, it is wisest to err on the side of caution and to use smaller 
data intervals. Traditionally, optical absorption is measured in a quartz cuvette 
via sampling. An aliquot of the chemical solution being studied is removed from 
its reaction vessel and any particulate matter (such as the catalyst being used to 
effect photodegradation) is removed.
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The light source used in the analysis is highly stable, and no ambient light 
contamination is present. Obviously, this is not an ideal technique for assessing 
the kinetics or the rate constant of a reaction with a half life of a day or greater 
unless a lab can maintain a staff to oversee the experiment 24 hours per day for 
periods that may equal or exceed one week. An alternate automated in-situ 
technique for assessing absorption will be introduced later in this appendix and it 
will be compared to the traditional techniques of measurement by sample. 
Measurement of a Sample Withdrawn from the Reaction Vessel
Essentially, a syringe with a . 1 micron filter fitted is used to withdraw a 1 
mL sample from the reaction vessel containing the organic dye and optical 
catalyst. The filtrate is placed in a quartz 1 mL cuvette, which in turn is protected 
from ambient light by a tight-fitting aluminum alloy cover. A light source 
consisting of either a deuterium lamp or a highly stable tungsten lamp is 
connected to a fiber optic cable that is in turn attached to the shielded cuvette 
holder with a screw fitting. Immediately opposite and in line with the entry point 
of the light source in the shielded cuvette holder is another fitting for a fiber optic 
cable that runs to an Ocean Optics 2000 real-time spectrometer. Data is gathered 
on a conventional PC running the proprietary OOIBase32 software package from 
Ocean Optics. This technique yields the cleanest data and is generally the 
preferred technique for establishing the light absorption of a particular chemical.
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However, while the actual time involved in drawing a sample and 
harvesting the optical absorption data from it is minimal, this approach has 
obvious drawbacks for a lone experimenter when used for a 168-hour test series at 
one-hour intervals. The obvious question arises as to whether or not there is a 
scientifically sound means of adding viability to this approach by cutting off the 
light source from the reaction vessel during periods in which an experimenter is 
unavailable to gather data. However, upon further reflection, this presents new 
complications of its own. The very real possibility of the introduction of 
additional variables due to the conditions of storage can neither be excluded nor 
ignored. Equally bad, this will not only monopolize manpower resources but will 
also stretch out the time required to perform a test series significantly. Thus, to 
preserve the integrity of the data gathered from the reactions studied, as well as to 
permit the acquisition of more data per month of a study, it was adjudged best to 
leave the reaction vessel in-situ under constant illumination and measure the light 
absorption directly.
Direct Measurement of the Reaction Vessel Contents in-situ
Essentially the reaction vessel is used as an oversized cuvette with a 
grease-sealed quartz cover placed over the top to prevent evaporation during the 
course of the experiment. Shielding is necessary to prevent the intrusion of 
ambient lighting effects. The external lighting provided by the mercury vapor 
lamp that energizes the photocatalysis is also used to evaluate the absorption of
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light by the organic dye in the reaction vessel, so additional tungsten or deuterium 
lamps are unnecessary.
This presents its own new challenges, however. The path length is several 
times that of a 1 mL cuvette, so the concentration of dye in the solution is critical, 
as is the time allowed for photons to impinge upon the CCD of the spectrometer.
If the organic dye solution is too concentrated or the time for a scan too short, 
absorption of the signal approaches the lower end of the optical sensor’s limits of 
detection and noise overwhelms the signal rendering the results meaningless. 
Similarly, if the solution is too dilute or the time for a scan is too long, the CCD 
detector is saturated. In the latter case, there is insufficient absorption presented 
by the dye in the first place with respect to the random noise introduced by the 
longer pathway. There is, however, a region of concentrations and scan times in 
which viable data can be produced by this technique. As shown in Figures 55 and 
56, the differences between absorption measurements produced in-situ and the 
absorption measurements produced in the ’’cleaner” cuvette method are present 
but are still within the limits of precision needed to assess the kinetic order and 
the rate of decay. The discrepancies that are present can be attributed to the 
higher level of random noise in the direct in-situ measurement technique due both 
to the presence of particulate contamination in the reaction vessel (the optical 
catalyst) and to the greater optical path length of the reaction vessel.
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Figure 55. A comparison of in-situ measurement and measurement of a filtered
sample in an external cuvette, ab initio.
































Figure 56. A comparison of in-situ measurement and measurement of a filtered
sample in an external cuvette at the conclusion of an 18-hour data collection.






































To find this convergence of concentrations and scan times that yield useful 
data, trial and error is necessary with each new solution tested. However, once 
established, it is relatively easy to reproduce solutions within the acceptable range 
of concentrations and scan times for the successful gathering of useful data.
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APPENDIX B 
THE M O LECULAR STRUCTURE OF M ETHYLENE BLUE 
AND ITS HOM OLOGUES
Space-filling diagram courtesy Benjamin Mills.
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methylene blue
c h 3 Cl- c h 3
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APPENDIX C 
THE M O LECULAR STRUCTURE OF M ETHYL ORANGE AND 
ITS KNOW N PRODUCTS OF OXIDATIVE DECAY
Space-filling diagram courtesy Benjamin Mills.
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